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NIDAS DESIGN DOCUMENT,
DATABASE SPECIFICATIONS, AND DATABASE

ADMINISTRATION

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Scope

1.1.1 I__l_

Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI): Naval Interactive Data
Analysis System (NIDAS)

Version: 3.1

Release Data: To be determined at a later date

Contract No: NASA NAS 13-564-D0-82
NASA NAS 13-564-D0-96

Contractor: J.H. Corbin, Director
Mississippi State University
Center for Aix Sea Technology
Building 1103, Room 233
Steanis Space Center, MS 39529-6000
Telephone: (601.) 688-2561
Facsimile: (601) 688-71. 00

Principal Investigar.or: Clifton Abbott
Mississippi State University
Center for Air Sea Technology
Building 1103, Room 233
Stenais Space Center, MS 39529.6000
Telephone: (601.) 688-3085
Facsimile: (601) 688-7100

1._.2 _v._.t.c.m..__

The objective of NIDAS is to provide NAVOCEANO with an interactive
overlay capability for several types of oceanographic, meteorological, and
satellite defined data, and create 3-D griddcd fields of temperature and salinity



profiles constructed from a combination of "provinced" data (user derived) and
gridded data.

Under this project, the tasks were to ingest static databases into a CAST
installed EMPRESS/NEONS system; prepare draft_and final design/database
specification documents; ingest revolving databases into EMPRESS/NEONS;
design and develop additional application _rograms to provide the capability to
interactively view and evaluate the OTIS fields by comparison with other data
fields; assist NAVOCEANO in interfacing the system to the classified POPS via
the LAN to ensure the continuity of NIDAS operational commitments; train
NAVOCEANO personnel in NIDAS system operation; and provide informal
monthly demonstrations on NIDAS, This was completed in 1994 as NIDAS
Version 1.0. From this version, NIDAS for climatologies was performed in
1995 with documentation as NIDAS-C Version 2.0 completed in 1996.

In FY96, CAST also provided maintenance and development tasks for
NIDAS at both the unclassified and classified levels, and was also funded by
NAVOCEANO to develop software upgrades to NIDAS that will enable
NAVOCEANO to better produce databases and products specific to Mine
Warfare. NAVOCEANO also provided funding to port NIDAS from EMPRESS
to ORACI.,E. The result of this upgrade is NIDAS Version 3.1.

1.1..:3 Doctm_cnt Ovorvjg_

The purpose of this document is to define and describe (:he structural
framework and logical design of the. software components/units which will be
integrated into the major computer software configuration item (CSCI)
ident._ed as NIDAS Version 3.1. The preliminary design is based on functional
specifications and r_uimmonts identified through contracts specified above. The
contents and format of this document are specified by Department of Defense
(DOD)-STD 2167A. Function names appear in bold and ends with empty
parenth(,'svs.

Appendix A contains a glossary of terms used. Appendix B is a listing of
acronyms. The N]:DAS relational database specification is contained in
Appendix C. Appendix D contains functional and design requirements for the

N1DAS relational database management system (RDBMS). Refer to Appendix E
for a description of the NIDAS development environment, Appendix F contains
a listing of all relevant source code structures. Appendix G provides a default
configuration file. Appendix H provides for the NIDAS Region Configuration
System, and Appendix I provides Database Administrator Tools.
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1.2 Referenced Documents

Note: The section(s)or subsection(s)of thisdocument wherein a reference

iscitedappearsasparentheticalinformationfollowingeach document listed.

1.2.1

1.2.2
1.2.3

DOD-STD 2167A "Defense System Software Development", AMSC
No. N4327, 29 Feb 88. (1.3)
NASA NAS12-564 Delivery Order 82 dated 23 May 1996.

NASA NAS 12-564 Delivery Order 96 dated 4 September 1996.

2.0 PRELIMINARY DESIGN

2.1 _C.__CIOverview

The Naval InteractiveData AnalysisSystem (NIDAS), a stand-alonesystem,
is the major Computer Software ConfigurationItem (CSCI) developed by this

project.Functionalrequirements,as identifiedby the sponsor,were not defined
in the contextof a modular approach to softwaredevelopment. Therefore,the
subordinate tasks necessary to fulfillthese requirements have been divided

among/assigned to the internalComputer Software Components (CSC) for
accomplishment. The top-level(simplistic)NIDAS architegtureis illustratedin

Figure I.

There are four principle CSC's within the NIDAS structure:

• Graphical User Interface 1 (GUI I) - incorporates window manage-
ment, userinterfaceand displayfunctionality;

• Graphical User Interface 2 (GUI 2)- incorporateswh_dow manage-
ment, userinterfaceand displayfunctionality;

• Data Retrieval Module (DRM) - providesfunctionaldata manage-

ment usingrelationalRDBMS technology;
• Data Interactive Module (DIM) - incorporatesdataprocessing,appli-

cationof interactivemethods and algorithmsto the data,and graphical
(visualization)processingof thedata;

NIDAS has one external interface, the User-t3UI interface which includes

two graphical user interfaces. The User-GUl interface supports 1) user control
of interactive techniques and 2) response/feedback to the user in the form of data
display (graphical or numerical) and status indicators.



2.1.1 _,.$CI Architecture

Figure I illustrates the NIDAS Top Level module and external interface
architecture, There are four CSC's.

C,,,_ 1:NIDA8
r" -'

CSC 3. Data Retriewd

blodule (DRM)

)

'o |

|" S,.

Figure 1. Top-Level Modu:lar Structure of the Naval Interactive
Data Analysis System (NIDAS).

2.i.i.l

Graphical User Interface I (GUI I). The NIDAS top level GUI
supports and manages the links between the user and NIDAS. Through the GUI,
the user exercises all available NIDAS control options. NIDAS provides displays
to the user for interpretation and interactive response. The GUI integrates non-
developmental software as follows:

X-Windows (proprietary): Manages all controls and display windows.
The X-Windows clients/server model supports remote user access to

NIDAS using network protocol via the UNIX operating system.

• Motif Widget Toolkit (proprietary): Provides a widely accepted

standard inventory of window components (Widgets) pleasing to the eye
and easy to interpret.

Functionally of the GUI allows the user to select a project area.

4



2.1.1.2CSC2

Graphical User Interface 2 (GUI 2). The NIDAS GUI for the main
window display integrates the same non-developmental software (X-Windows &
Motif Widget Toolkit) as GUI 1. In addition it serves as the agent for internal
DRM/DIM communications.

Functionally of.the GUI is to exercise direct, centralized control over the
DRM and DIM;-monitor activities of the DRM and DIM via their external
interfaces; intercept, interpret and route user interactive commands; provides
status information and feedback to the user; provide a windowing environment
for visualization of data, display of control elements, and intercepting user
interactive commands; and receive and interpret user input via the keyboard or

mouse pointing device.

2.1._.3 _._C2

Data Retrieval Module (DRM). The NIDAS DRM is tasked with
managing access to and communications with t_e internal RDBMS. In addition,
the DRM prepares simple data displays that conform to user-selectable options
and passes them to the GUI for presentation in a window. When a data display is
designated for interactive manipulation, it is passed to the DIM via the GUI. The
DRM receives data management instructions fTom the GUI (user). In turn,
through the Naval Enviro:amenta! Operational Nowcast system (NEONS), the
DRM translates these instructions into Structured Query Language (SQL)
commands to the RDBMS. The DRM is also responsible for allocating the
internal memory space for data retrieved from the database or data destined for
database ingestion. The DRM employs _e following non-developmental software
in accomplishing its tasks:

, UNIRAS ag/X Toolmaster (proprietary): Handles graphical
representation and visualization of data displays;

• Oracle RDBM$ (proprietary): Performs low-level management of the
RDBMS;

Naval Environmental Operational Nowcast System (NEONS)
(government provided software): Petrol.s h,gh level management of the
RDBMS via embedded SQL commands to the underlying Empress
RDBMS. NEONS also embodies the data model used by the RDBMS.

5



2.1.1.4

Data Interactive Module (DIM). The DIM modifies and manipulates

the data in response to user interactive commands. It supplies the main window
GUI with real-time, updated data displays that reflect user interaction. As in the

DRM, graphical representation and visualization with.the DIM is accomplished
using UNIRAS ag/X Toolmaster (proprietary non-developmental software).

2.1.2 _ystem stat_,$ and Modes

NIDAS is an interactive software application and is always in the event-

driven state. As with all event-driven software applications, NIDAS may assume
either of two execution states (modes): processing and rest (idle). The NIDAS
default state is the rest mode. When not processing data in response to user input,
NIDAS automatically reverts to the rest mode asad awaits the next user command

or input.

2.1.3 _d._ssi_g Time Allocation

The interactive, event-driven nature of NIDAS precludes a quantitative

description of memory allocation and processing time among NIDAS CSC's.
Thus NIDAS responds to user demands by allocating memr.,ry, swap space, and

processor time within the limitations imposed by available memory and "UNIX

operating system constraints.

2.2 CSCI Design Descrimion

The C$CI (NIDAS) consists of four CSC modules with functionality as
described above. The remainder of this section identifies NIDAS requirements by
CSC and discusses the software design employed to achieve the required

functionality. The CSCI incorporates all NIDAS functional requirements (NFR)
and design requirements (NDR) as presented in Section 5. The CSCI achieves the

following aesign lv,quirements: NDR1, NDR2, NDR3, and NDR4.

2.2.1 fi__L .._EA",.I._

CSC 1 is responsible for providing the visual display link between the user
and the NIDA$ top level interactive display. The preliminary design for the

NIDAS top level interactive display window is illustrated in Figure 2. While
other CSC modules manage their own suite of window displays, the GUI is the

ultimate destination of the functionality achieved through user interaction with
them. The GUI and its sub-level components achieve the following specific

6



functional and design requirements, either wholly or in concert with other CSC's

(see Section 5): NFRI, NFRg, and NFRIO.

Figure 2. Illustration of the NIDAS Top Level GUI 1 (CSC1)Display Screen.

2.2.2

CSC 2 provides the vi,iual display link between the user and the NIDAS

main window interactive display. The preliminary design for the NIDAS main
window interactive display window i_ illustrated in Figure 3. The GU! and its

sub-level components achieve the following specific functional and design
requirements, either wholly or in concert with other CSC's (see Section 5):
NFR1, NFR2, NFRI2, NFR13, NFR14, NFRi5, NFRI6, NFRI7, NFR18,
NFR19, and NFR21.



I I ............

Figure 3. illustrationof theNIDAS Main Wix;dow GUt 2
(CSC 2) DisplayScreen.

2,2.3 ____ 3._

CSC 3 controls the selection and display of data for NIDAS CSCI. User
interaction with the DRM is handled via the Data Selection pop-up window shown

in Figure 4a. There are three choices for each selectable data type listed in the
"Data Selection" pop-up window: "Data", "Options", and "Dismiss". The "Data"
button produces dialog pop-up windows, tailored to each data type that allow
selection of available parameters contained in the dataset. The "Options" button

produces data dialog pop-up windows tailored to each data type:, offering other
user options such as color. The "Dismiss" bull on removes the "Data Selection"

pgp-up window. Once data has been read into rnemary, a toggle button is

produced for that data type in the "Display Toggle Buttons" area shown in
Figure 4b. The toggle button specifies the data to view in the "Main Chart" and
in the "Profile Chart". The DRM and its sub-level components achieve the

following specific functional and design re.iuirements, either wholly or ill concert
with other CSC's: NFRI, NFR3, NFR4, NFRS, NFR6, NFR7, NFRS, NFRII,

NFRI 3, NFR20, NDR5, and NDR6.



(a) Data Selection (b) Display Toggles

Figure 4. Illustration of the DRM.

2.2.4

CSC 4 provides capability for manipulating and editing selected data.

Options are provided to support identification of data subsets by constructing
polygon boundaries, zooming of data profiles for improved interpretation/

analysis, interpolating the data, displaying vertical cross sections of volume data,
displaying an image histogram, display point information for an image,
syntactically creating profiles, and grid-editing .Volume-LLT data. The DIM and
its sub-level components achieve the following specific: functional and design
requirements, either wholly or in concert with other CSC's: NFR1, NFRll,
NFR.14, NFR16, NFR18, NFR21, and NDR8.

3.0 DETAILED DESIGN

Figure 5 illustrates the functional connectivity within NIDAS and forms the
basis for the detailed design of the NIDAS CSCI. The preliminary design (see

section 3) provides a broad overview of the framework and fimctional design of
the NIDAS CSCI and its four CSCs (GUll, GUI2, DRM, and DIM). In this
section, each CSC is described.

3.1 Xlm. i2ALf  hi 2 

The design criteria for the Top Level GUI and the Main Window GUI are
listed in Section 5, "Requirements Traceability". These CSUs are constrained by
the following: 1) the X-server must be opened and available for display; 2) the
database must be opened and available for reading; and 3) UNIRAS ag/X
Tt)olmaster must be _tctive for handling graphics functionality.

9



DATA

D_t'ERACTIVE

MODULE

Figure 5. NIDAS Detail Design and Connecting.

3.1.1 ____Top Level Window (GLrl 1)

3.1.1.1 .Cd21n__

Figure2 i11ustratesthe layoutfortheTop Level GUI. The main components
of thefront].3ageCSU are:globe raap,projectarea specification,menu bar,_d
title area.

3.1.1.2 _.3,Ii_7__

The Top Level Window GUI design employs the X, Motif, and UNIRAS

ag/X Toolmaster libraries.Input to the GUI is via the REGION_INFO data
smJcture. The functiongetFrontPageColors0 getsthe pixelvalue of specified

colors. The functionmapPageLayout0 createsthe layout for the top level
window. Within thisfunction,nldasMainPulldown0creates the menu_bar.
CreateMapFormO createsthe globe map and itscomponents. The function
getRegLlstO relrieves a list of predefined project areas and puts them in the

region list. The function regionSelectO is called when _ selection is made on

10



the region list and the appropriate functions are called from within to draw the
rectangle across the selected region in the globe. Latlon2Cursor(),
Cursor2LatLon0, and ZoomCursor2Latlon0 are associated with transform-
ing values between the xy coordinates of the cursor and the latitude/longitude
values and vice versa. Latlon2Map() is called to transform the latitude/

longitude values into a rectangle across the region in the globe.

SelectZoom0 is called when the "Zoom" btttton is selected. This calls the
required functions to draw a zoomed version of the selected region.
ZoomDatadialogO, DrawZoomMapO, and ZoomCursor2Latlon() are

involved in this process.

The function nidasPopUp0 is called when the "'Nidas" button is selected
from the "Program" pulldown menu in the menu bar. This allocates the required
memory for the data structures, sets the appropriate display values, and calls
nidasGraphlcslnterface0 to display the Nidas Main Window.

3.1.2 C_C 2 - The NIO__./k_.Main Window (GUI 2_

3.1.2.1 Components

Figure 5 illustrates the functional connectivity within NIDAS. The design of
the Main Window is subdivided into the following: the Title Area; the "Main

Chart" which provides a geographical display; 121e"Profile Chart" which di splays
the profil.es of the LLT data type; a pull-down menu bar containing various
options for i_ntera_ting with the "Main Chart" and "Profile Chart" windows; data
control and interaction buttons; window control buttons; and a "Remark" area

which communicates important messages to the user.

3.1,2,2 ]_..0.K_i.I.X

Like the top level page design, the NIDAS main window page design
employs the X, Motif, and UNIRAS ag/X Toolmaster libraries. The NIDAS

data structure is used to store and retrieve any input data pertaining to the NIDAS
main window. The function readDefaultValues0 is called to read default

values into the DEFAULI-STRUCT data structure from a specified file. The
function getColorPixel0 initialize the colorStruct data structure. The function
allocMemoryAndInit0 allocates memory to the NIDAS structure and initialize
th_ data elements. The function createLogLayout0 creates a scrolled text area
to log user interactions with the application. The function mainWindowData
Dialog() converts the lat/lon data into the mercator projection and also stores
the rain and max window coordinates in the NIDAS data structure. It also stores

the bathymetry values and finds its rain and max values.

ll



The function frontPageLayout0 creates the layout of the NIDAS main
window as shown in Figure 3. The various data action and analysis buttons are
created here as are the window control buttons. The function nidasPulldownO
creates the menu bar. A second menu bar is created which contains the various
data action and analysis buttons. The function dataForm0 is called to create the
NIDAS Data Interface Module. It then creates the data selection dialog but does

not display it. The data form cans getRegDataType0 to retrieve all the data
types and the corresponding data models available. Then the "Main Chart" and
the "Profile Chart" drawing area_ are created. The "Nidas" button when selected,
displays a list of options and an "Exit" button. The "Help" button has a list of
options provided to offer help.

3.1.2.3 _i.]_v¢_

The "BackG/FomG Color" option from the "Nidas" pulldown menu calls
invertBackGForeGColor0 to invert the background and foreground colors
of the display. The "Window/Pixmap First" option calls selectDrawOrder0 to
set the drawing order. The drawing order specifies whether the graphics are
drawn in the chart windows and then stored in memory, or drawn in memory

first and then in the chart windows. The "Label" option calls displayLabei0 to
display the labels. When the "Status" button is selected, dtsplayStatusO is called
which creates and displays a scrollable status dialog. The dialog lists all the
default values for the various data types. When the "Log" button is selected,

ShowLogDlsplayO is called which creates and displays a scrollable log of the
user's actions,

3.1.2.4

The buttons "Layout'", "Data Selection", and "Data Analysis" from the

"Help" pulldown menu calls createInterfaceHelp0 to provide on-line help in
the respective topics.

3.2 CSC 3- A '  dule (RtLMa

3,2.1  ama

Figure 4 illustrates the components of the NIDAS Data Interface. The
purpose of the interface is to provide data retrieval, display, and manipulation
options for the following data: Bathymetry, Coastline, LLT, Volume, and Image.
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3.2.2 F.unctionalitw

When the "Data Select/Option"buttonisselected,dataPress0 iscalledto

manage and display the data dialog as shown in Figure 4. The data selection

component consists of two main components: Data and Options for the
Bathymetry, Coastline,LLT, Volume, and Image. Selectinga particulardata

type from the "DATA TYPE" listin thedata dialogexecutestypeBrws0 which
registersthe data type selectedand listsallthe datasetsavailablefor the selected

data type. Selectinga particulardatasetexecutes dataBrwsO to registerthe
selecteddata set. When the "Data" button is selected,dataSelectPressO is

calledwhich retrievesthe datafor the selecteddata model. When the "Options"

button is selected,optionCholcePress0 is calledwhich displaysthe options
dialog for the particulardata type. Depending on the particulardata type

selected,the correspondingfunctionsaxe calledto perform the data retrievalor

displayingtheoptionsdialogas explainedbelow.

3.2.2.1

3.2.2.1,1 P.alft._,lf, tR_

When Bathymetry data is selected, readBathymetry0 is called to retrieve
the data from the database in accordance with the parameters contained in the
region sel.ected. The required memory is allocated and the retrieved data is then

storedin the NIDAS Bal_y stxucture.After the data has been retrieved,a toggle
button for that datasetis createdin the "Display Toggle Buttons" area. This

togglebuttonallows theturningon and offof thedataset,

3.2.2.1.2 Data_

When the display toggle button for a bathymetry dataset is selected,

dlsplayBathymetryO is called to perform the rendering of the bathymetry.
The function createIsolines0 is called to render the isolines. This function first
checks the option values for errors, allocates the required memory, and performs
the rendering. The function copyPlxmap0 allocates the required amount of

memory for the pixmap and then extracts the bathymctry data from the original
bathymetry array for the region. After creating the pixmap, this function then
release:; the memory allocated for the new array.

3.2.2.1.3 [2_I_..Q/_I,_

When the "Opti(ms" button for a specific bathymetry dataset is selected,
bathyVolhnageOpt|onsO is called. This function creates and displays the
"Bathymetry Options" pop.,up window as shown in Figure 6. This pop-up dialog
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allows for the setting of the minimum, maximum, contour internal, color value,
label on/off, isoline width, and label height. When the "Reset" button is selected,
resetOptions0 is called to restore the original values from the BATHYMETRY
data structure.

Figure 6. DRM "Options" Pop-Up for Bathymetry Data

3.2.2.2

3.2.2.2.1 o.C,.0_llill._D_t,.c.tJ._

When the Coastline data is selected, coastLineLayout0 is executed. This

function creates and displays the "Coastline Data" pop-up window which provides
the selection between four kinds of coastline. When one of the types of coastline
is selectedfrom the Coastlinepull down menu, the correctcoastlinename is

displayedin the.textarea.

3.2.2.2.2 ]_k_ll_

By default, the display toggle button for the Coastline is selected. Selecting
this button calls dlsplayeoastLineO which calls createCoastlinePixmapO.
This sets the appropriate scale values with regards to the "Main Chart" area of the

main window and then calls draw coastO to allocate the required memory and
draw the coastline. The GEOG routines are used to perform the retrieval of the

coastline data from the database and draw the coastline. Deselecting the Coastline

display toggle button executes drawMalnwindowGral)hies(), which calls

dtsplayCoastlineO to remove the coastline from the pixmap.
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3.2.2.2.3

Selecting the "Options" button for the Coastline executes
coastLlneLayoutO. Like the Coastline "Data" selection, this 'function creates

and displays a pop-up dialog. This dialog allows for selecting the coastline color.

3.2.2.3

3.2.2,3.1

When "Data" is selected for a specific LLT dataset, ereateLltData
layout() is executed. This creates and displays a data selection window for the
LLT data type as shown in Figure 7. This dialog allows for specifying the
minimum and maximum values for the latitude, longitude, time, classification,
month, parameters, cruise id, instrument type, source code, and water depth.
The function createVrsnDlalog0 is called to create a dialog listing the versions
available. This pop up dialog is made visible when showVrsnDialogO is
executed by selecting the "Version" toggle button. The function getLltnVrsn
Info0 performs the actual retrieval of the versions from the database. Initially
the default values from the NIDAS LLT structure are set for the various

elements. These values can be changed to any appropriate value. Whenever a
value is changed the con'esponding function is called to register the new value.

To initiate the retrieval of data the "Read" button is selected. This results in

readLItData0 being called. The necessary header information is obtained, the
input parameter values axe validated, and the d.ata is retrieved from the database
by calling retrieveLltData0. The retrieveLltData0 function utilizes the
LLTN database library routines to extract the data from the database. The
function storeLltVals0, is called to allocate memory and store the data in the
NIDAS LLT structure. When the "Reset" button is selected resetLltData0 is

executed to restore the original values from the LLT data structure.

3.2.2.3.2 [2ala.I_t_JaX

Selecting the display toggle button for the LLT dataset activates

dlsplayLlt0. Depending on whether the location and/or the profile buttons have
been selected, createLItLocatlonPixmap() is called to create the profile
locations pixmap and copy it crate to the main window "Main Chart" display. The
function createI,ltProfllesPixmap0 creates the profiles pixmap and copies it
onto the "Profile Chart" display of the main window. When the display toggle
button is deactivated, the LLT dataset profiles and the locations are removed
from the "Profile Chm_" and "Main Chart" respectively.
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Figure7, DRM "Data" Pop-Up forLLT Data

Internally, createLltLocationPtxmapO calculates all the boundary

values, validates the data and performs the actual plotting of the locations by
calling plotLltLatLon(). Likewise createLltProfllesPtxmapO sets the
proper scale, validates the parameters and calls drawLitProfile(). This
calculates all the boundary values, validates the data and calls one of the

two functions to draw the actual profiles: drawLltZoomedProfllesO if only
the zoomed profiles are to be drawn, and drawLltAllProfilesO if all the

profiles are to be drawn.

3,2,2.3.3 Data Options

Selecting the "Options" button for a specific LLT dataset executes
createLItOptions(). This creates a pop-up window, as shown in Figure 8,

where by the various data parameters for the LLT data type can be set to the
desired values. Among the various parameters that can be set is the option for
indicating the profile flag settings. The corresponding functions are executed to

register the new values. When the "Reset" button is selected resetOptlonsO is
calF ed to restore the original values from the LLT data stnJcture.
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Figure 8. DRM "Options" Pop-Up for LLT Data

3.2.2.4

3.2.2.4.1 ]_J_._

When "Data" is selected for a .,;pecified volume dataset, setupVolData0 is
execute.d. This function checks if the dataset is of the Climatology type or not by
executing getVolTimeType0. The function volumeLayoutO is called to

create and display the Volume data selection dialog as shown in Figure 9. The
function getVolumeInfo0 is called from here to retrieve information about the

Figure 9. DRM "Data" Pop.Up lbr Volume Data
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various versions and list them. When a particular version is selected brwVrsnO
is called to register the selection. When the "Read" button is selected to initiate
the retrieval of the data, readVolumeDataO is called. This function frees any
memory which has been previously allocated. The function getVolumeO which
is subsequently called, allocates the required memory and performs the data
retrieval and stores the retrieved data. When the "Reset" button is selected,
resetVolumeData0 is called to reset the VOLUME data structure.

3.2.2.4.2

When the display toggle button is selected for the Volume dataset,
volumeDisplayO is called. This performs some parameter error checks and
then calls updateVolLocationO to update the volume latJlon data points if
necessary. The function createVolLocation PixmapO is called to create a
pixmap of the volume locations and then calls copyPixmapO to copy the
pixmap onto the "Main Chart" area. If the "Profiles" option is selected then
ereateVolProfllesPixmapO is called to create and draw the profiles in the
"Profile Chart" area. When the display toggle button is deselected,
drawMainWindowGraphics0 and drawProfileWindowGraphics0 are
called to render the graphics without the volume data.

3.2.2.4.3

Selecting the "Options" button for a specific volume dataset executes
bathyVolIraageOptionsO. This creates and dispIays a pop-up window as
shown in Figure 10. This pop-up dialog allows for the setting of the isoline,
location, label, and profile on/off options as weU as display levels, color values,
minimum, maximum, interval, number of decimals, line widths, points size, and
label heights. The function getVolLvl0 retrieves and lists the various levels,
while brwsLevelO is called to register any selected level. The corresponding
functions are: called to register any selected values. When the "Reset" button is
selected resetOpttons0 is called to restore the original values from the Volume
data structure.

3.2.2.5 11nggt

3.2.2.5.1 D.gt__

When "Data" is selected for a specific Image dataset, ImageDataLayoutO
is executed. The creates and displays the Image data selection dialog, as shown in
Figure 11. The function getlmageDateld0 is called from within to retrieve a
list of images anti dates. When a particular image is selected getImageO is
called to register the image in the Image data structure. When the "Read" button
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is selected, readlmageData() is called to perform the retrieval of the image.
When the "Reset" button is selected, resetlmageData0 is called to reset the

IMAGE data structure of any image selected.

Figure 10. DRM "Options" Pop-Up for Volume Data

Figun.- 11. DRM "Data" Pop-Up
for Im;lgf; Data
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3.2.2.5.2

When the display toggle button is selected for the Image dataset,
displayImage0 is called. This first checks if any Image data is selected. Any
existing image displayed will be freed from the pixmap and createNewlmage0
called. The window parameters are calculated and the required memory is
allocated to the IMAGE data structure. The image values are calculated and a

new Image pixmap is created. The function drawMainWindowGraphics0 is
called to xedraw the image in the "Main Chart" area and drawProflleWindow

Graphics0 is called to redraw the profiles in the "Profile Chart" area.

3.2.2.5.3

Selecting the "Options" button for a specific Image dataset executes
bathyVolImageOptions0. This creates and displays a pop-up window, as
shown inFigure 12. This dialogallowsforsettingthe minimum, maximum, and
theintervalvalues.When the"OrayScale" or the"ColorScale"togglebuttonsare

selected,colorTypeChanged0 is calledto registerthe selectionin the IMAGE
datastructure.When the"Reset" buttonisselectedresetOptions0 iscalledto

restorethedefaultvaluestotheImage datastructure.

Figure 12. DRM "Options" Pop-Up
for Image Data

3,3 .C_4-...TJIg.I_[I_D_IVh_ du le (D IMJ

3.3.1 _¢I1_

The purpose of the DIM is to support user interaction with the data. The
kinds of interactive options provided are: Changing of Parameters, Exporting,
Zooming, Reference Polygon, Polygon, Polygon Subsetting, Polygon/Zoom

2O
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Options, Multiview, Interpolation, Flagging, Transect, Single Profile, Histogram,
Point Information, Synthetic Profiles, and (3ridding Session. There are also
interactive window operations that can be used to manipulate the windows. Each

of these options are described below.

3.3.2 Fu_

The DIM is programmed using the C programming language. It uses the X,
Motif, NEONS, and UNIRAS ag/X Toalmaster libraries.

3.3.2.1._._!_m_&_.

When the "Parameters" button is seleclx._ a menu of parameters is presented.

Selecting a parameter will call selectParam0 which will register the selected

parameter. Depending on the parameter selected (Temperature, Salinity, Sound
Speed, Density, or Conductivity), the Parameter selected vs Depth profiles are
drawn in the "Profile Chart" aJ'ea by calling drawProflleWindowGraphtesO
and the locations are drawn in the "Main Chart" area by calling

drawMainWindowGraphtes0.

3.3.2.2 _x._._ _3_g

I.LT data may be expected via the "Data Tools" area on Profile Isolation

(see Section 3.3.2.6). When the "Export" button is scion, ted from the "Da_a
Tools" area, a pulldown menu appears with four options: "Polygon Data" which

exports only data that has been polygoned; "Accumulative Subset Data" which
exports multiple subsets made in profile isolation (see Section 3.3.2.6); "All Data"
which exports all data; and "Image Data" which exports images. When exporting

through Profile Isolation, the export is treated like "Polygon Data". When an
option is selected, SetupExportDataO is called. This function checks the
conditions that it was called, initialize the EXPORT data structure by calling

lnitExportStruct0, and then creates and displays a pop-up dialog. The pop-up

dialog allows the selection of data to export from (if more than one dataset is
currently being displayed), the setting of a header and filename of each dataset,
the selection of either binary form.at or ASCII format, and the selection of

flagged profiles to export. When the "Export" button is activated,
WrlteTaFile0 cheeks the file format and exports the data according to the

conditions given.
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3.3.2.3

When the "Zoom" button is activated, zoomEditO is executed. This

function registers the required functions to the "Main Chart" area "and unregisters
them when the button is deactivated.

The function zoomDrawingPress0 is activated when the user clicks the
left mouse button on the "Main Chart" area to start drawing a rectangle. The
function zoomDrawingMotlon0 ts activated when the user drags the mouse

across a region ir_ the "Main Chart" area, and zoomDrawingRelease() is
activated when the user releases the left mouse button to complete the drawing of

the rectangle across the region to be zoomed. This computes the required lat/lon

values and other parameters and calls zoomGraphlcs0 which creates and plots
all the graphics displayed in the zoomed area on the "Main Chart". The function
drawProflleWindowGraphicsO is called to create and plot all the profiles
displayed in the zoomed area on the "Profile Chart" ......

3.3.2.4 .R_e.f._,y.g._

When the "Refewnce Polygon" buttonisselectedfrom the "AnalysisTools"

sectiondummyPolyEditO is called.This clearsany previousreferencepoly-

gons and prompts the user to draw the polygon. The function dummyPoly
Press() iscalledwhen the polygon isbeing drawn. The leftmouse button is
utilizedto indicatethe currentactivechart.The middle mouse buttonisused to

specifythe locationof polygon comers, and the rightmouse button is used to
close the polygon. The referencepolygon is not activein the "ProfileChart"
area.

3.3.2.5

When the "Polygon" button is activated, polygonEdit0 is executed. This
function registers the eventhandlers mainPolyPress0 to the "Main Chart" area,
and profllePolyPress() to the "Profile Chart" area. When the "Polygon"
button is deactivated, the eventh_mdlers are unregistered.

The function mainPolyPress0 utilizes the left mouse button to indicate the

current active chart and it changes the border color of the "Main Chart" area.
The middle mouse button is used to specify the locations of polygon comers. The
right-mostmouse buttonisused to closethepolygon.Once thepolygon isclosed

the proper scalesaresetby callingsetMalnWindowScale0 and the polygon is
drawn. Also, drawFlaggedLocatlons0 iscalledto plot the locationsof the
data profileslying inside:the polygon in the "M.'tinChart" re'caand to plotthe

correspondingprofilesin the "ProfileChart" area.
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The function profllePolyPressO utilizes the left mouse button to indicate
the currentactivechartand itchanges the border color of the "ProfileChart"

area.The middle mouse button is used to specify the locationsof polygon
comers. The right-mostmouse button is used to close the polygon. Once the
polygon isclosedtheproper scalesare setby callingsetProflleWlndowScaleO

and the polygon is drawn. Also, drawFlaggedProfiles0 is calledto plotthe

profiles lying inside the polygon in the "Profile Chart" area and their
correspondinglocationsin the"Main Chart"area.

3.3.2.6 Polveon Subsettin_ (Profile Isolation)

When the "Profile Isolation" button is activated, proflleIsolatePressO is
executed. This function checks whether any of the displayed data have subsets and
then calls createProflleIsolateOptlonO to create and display a dialog to

perform profile isolation. When any dataset toggle button is selected, display
ProfileListO is called to display the profiles of the data type. Selecting the
"Single" button from the "List Selection Policy" box selects one profile from the

list. Selecting "Multiple" allows for more than one. Selecting "All" selects all

prof'fles from the list. Whenever a profile is selected, proflleListBrwsO high-
lights the, selected profiles in the "Profile Chart" area and in the "Main Cha_t"
area. D

The "Flag" button and the "Update DB" button are explained in detail in
Section 3.3.2.I0.

The "Export"buttonfunctionas describedin Section3.3.2.2 and treatedas a

polygon dataexportwith theisolatedprofile(s)as thepolygoned data.

When the "Delete" button is selected, deleteProfllelsolateO is called.
This creates and displays an information pop-up dialog asking the user to
reconfirm whether to delete or not. Selecting the "Ok" button activates
okDeleteProfileO to delete the VOLUME, and/or LLT data from their

respectiw data structures. After the profiles are deleted the allocated array
memory is freed. The profiles are deleted only fi'om memory.

Selecting the "Exit" button activates exitProfileIsolateO to destroy the
"Profile Isolation" pop-up dialog, perform the necessa_ data structure updates,
and exit.

3.3.2.7 Po.],Y.g._ onl.Q.gl _:2_.

Selecting the Polygon/Zoom Options button executes the function

polyOptPress() which displays a pop.up dialog to facilitatesettingof the
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polygon options. Options such as vertex color, edge color, vertex size, edge line
width, and vertex symbol can be specified. The functions getDotSizeO and
getLineWidthO are called to register the values in the data structure. Selecting
the "Zoomed Profiles only" toggle button will execute zoomProfllesO which
sets the zoom only flag in the ZOOM data structure. Selecting the "Overlay
Zoomed P_rofiles" will execute overlayProfllesO which will set the overlay

flag in the ZOOM data structure. Selecting the "Dismiss" button calls
exitPo]yOptO which exits and destroys the pop-up dialog.

3.3.2.8

When the "Multiview" button is selected from the LLT action buttons area,

multi_vtewO is called. This calls cheekValidMuitiViewO to cheek for
errors and aUocate memory. Memory is allocated for the MainWindow data
structure as well as for the ProfileWindow data structure to hold data for the new

windows created. The newly allocated memory is initialized by calling
tnltMulttView0. "l_.s populates the data structure with the required values and

calls the functions to display the profiles in the different windows. The six
wind.ows that are created represent a reduced copy of the "Main Chart",

"Temperature vs Depth", "Temperature vs Salinity", "Salinity vs Depth",
"SoundSpeed vs Depth", and "Density vs. Depth". The function wlndowSetupO
is called to perform setup operations (such as setting the label strings) on the: six
windows. Selecting "Multiview" again returns NIDAS back to a two window

display.

3.3.2.9 l_nte)molation

Only LLT data can be interpolated to a contour. When the "Interpolation"
button is selected from the LLT action area, lnterPress() is called. 'i'l'te

required memory is allocated for the CHARTER data structure and also a check
is made to see if the LLT data is displayed. The charter bathymetry structure is

initialized by calling lnitBathyStruct0. An "Interpolation Selection" dialog is
then created that displays the different interpolation routines. The function

getlnterMethod0 is called when one of the interpolation routines is selected to
register the selection. If more than one LLT dataset is available, then a list of

those dataseta are shown. When a particular dataset is selected, getlnterData
Type() is called to register the selection.

When the "Data" button is selected, tnterApplyO is called. Thi_: initialize
the EXPORT data structure and then creates and displays the "Charter Dialog"
pop-up dialog as shown in Figure 13. This dialog allows for specifying the
vm'ious Charter values such as grid interval (in minutes), latitude/longitude values
for the lower h;ft and upper right corners, depths, and smooth values. Selecting
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the "Apply" button activates chrtrOkPress0. This validates the specified data
values, exports the data to a file with chrtrWriteToFile0, ex¢cutes an inter-
polation routine on this exported file in order to create the contour file, and
imports the contour file back into memory. Etopo5 bathymetry is read from
database functions to base the land masking on. This contour is treated as another

datatype and is given a display toggle button for displaying. When the "Dismiss"

button is selected, chrtrCancelPress0 is called to desu'oy the dialog and to free
the EXPORT data structure. When the "Help" button is selected, chrtrHelp
Press() is called which creates and displays an on-line help dialog.

Figure 13. DIM "Charter" Pop-Up Dialog

When the "Options" button is selected, bathyVolImageOptions0 is called,
whose functional.ity is a_ described in Section 3.2.2.1.3. The land making option
is added to this dialog for interpolation.

3.3.2.10 _J_Igg_g

LLT profiles are flagged through the profile isolation dialog
(Section 3.3.2.6). After one or more profiles have been isolated, the "Flag"

button is selected where SetupFlag() creales and di,_plays a pop-up dialog for
setting flags. The funclion createFlagToggPe¢) is called to create ten differs
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flag toggles: Not Yet Examined, Good Profile, Coarse Resolution, Inconsistent,
Duplicate (but keeps), Duplicate (delete), Suspect, Needs Repair, Wrong
Location, and Bad Profile. When one of these flag toggles are set,
setPoofFlag() is called to set the profile flags. The required m_mory is
allocated and the flag values are assigned to the FLAG data structures. When the
"Reset" button is selected, setFiagReset0 is called to reset the flag values.

There are two ways to update the database of the flag changes: the "Update
DB" button from the profile isolation dialog, or the "Update Flags" button from
the "LLT Tools" area. Updating from the profile isolation dialog updates the

database with one flag grouping at a time. This is a "flag-update, flag-update

process." Updating from the "LLT Tools" area updates the database of all
accumulative profile isolation flagging. This is a "profile isolate-flag, profile
isolate-flag, update process."

When the "Update DB" button from profile isolation is selected,
updateProfilelsolateO is called. This updates the current flags in the database
by calling updateDBO.

When the "Update Flags" button from the "LLT Tools" area is selected,
SetUpdate0 iscalled.This checks forthe displayof LLT data and whether or
not profileshave been flagged. The "Update Database Facility"dialogisthen
createdand displayed.A listof datasetsaredisplayedalong with a togglebutton
to set on/off. When a toggle button and the "Update" button are selected,

UpdateDB0 iscalledto updatethe databaseforeach datasetselected.When the
"Dismiss" buttonisselected,exitUpdate0 is calledwhich freesany allocated

memory and desu:oysthe dialog.

3.3.2.11

When the "Transect" button is selectedfrom the Volume action area,

transectEdit0 iscalled. This checks for the presence of data and then calls
transecIDrawllngPress0 to calculatetheend pointsand draw thetraaseet.The

middle mouse buttonisused toselecttheend pointsand therightbuttonisused to
startthe transect.The functioncreateTransectOptlons0 iscalledto create.
and displaythe optionsdialogforthetransectas seen inFigure 14. Afterspecify-

ing the v_'iousoptionsand when the"Apply" buttonisselected,apt31y1'ran_ect
Dialog() iscalled.This checks whether a datasethas been selectedand ifithas

been displayed.The requiredmemory isallocatedforthe VERT_XSEC (TRAN-
SECT) data structure.The requireddata for the data type selectedis obtained
from the VOLUME data structure.After the data values have been extracted,

createTransectWlndow0 iscalledto createa window to draw transectisolines

and profiles.The rightmouse buttonisused to closethetransectwindow.
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Figure 14. Dim Transect Pop-Up Dialog

When the "Single Profile" button is selected from the Volume action area,

singleVolEdltO is called. The function checks if a polygon is drawn. The
function malnVolLocGetPress0 is called when the middle mouse button is

clicked, inside the drawn polygon. After setting the scale and getting the location

value of the point selected, drawSingleVolLocation0 is called. This function

sets the required scale, allocates the requixed memory, and draws the single
profile on the "Profile Chart" area based on the location of the clicked point.

3.3.2.13

When the "Histogram" button is selected from the Image action area,
imageltistPress0 is called. This checks if an Image has been displayed and
then calls ¢reatelmageltistOption() to create and display the "Image

J-listo_'n" dialog. If there are more than one image being displayed, this dialog
allows the selection of a specific image. When an image has been selected, or if

there is only image, setuplmageHistogram0 is called. This function provides
the setup for the histogram and calls createlmageHlslogram0 to draw the

histogram in the drawing area of the dialog. When the "Dismiss" button is
selected, exltlmageHistogram() is called to destroy the dialog, reset the
histogram flag, and exit.
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3.3.2.14 Point Info

When the "Point Info" button is selected from the Image action area,
imagePtEdit0 is called. This checks if an Image has been displayed. When the
middle button is pressed on a point in the image, imagePtDrawingPress0 is

called. This displays a dialog showing the.latitude, longitude, pixel value, and
temperature of the selected image point. The dialog is updated eactJ time the
middle button is selected. The "Dismiss" button exits from this dialog.

3.3.2.15 _alih_'PL_P.r._les

When the "Synthetic" button is selected synthetiePressO is called. This
function sets the appropriate flag and calls checkValtdSynthetic(). The
function syntheticPopup() is called to create and display the "Synthetic Profiles

Selection" pop-up dialog as shown in Figure 15. A province polygon can be
drawn if the synthetic profiles are to be from a subset of the data. When
"Province," is selected, synProvicePress0 is executed. On the "Main Chart"
area, the middle mouse button is used to select the corner points of the polygon
and the fight mouse button is used to close the polygon. A synthetic profile can
be drawn for an average profile, minimum profile, maximum profile, and
six alternative profiles. When one of these profiles is selected, SynSelectTog
Press() is called. On the "Profile Chart", the left mouse button is used to create
a new point in the profile. The right mouse button is used to quit and cancel
created mode,

Figure 15. DIM "Synthetic Profiles Selection" Pop-Up Dialog

When the "Overlay" button is selected, overlaySynProf0 is called. This
calls repaintAil0 to clear the windows of any excess polygons and profile lines.
The function lastProvince() is called to draw the last drawn province in the
"Main Chart" area, and drawSynProff) is called to draw the synthetic profiles
in the "Profile Chart" area.
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When the "Import" button is selected, importSynthetic0 is called. This
function checks if the synthetic_rib directory exists and is readable. A dialog is
created and displayed prompting the user to make a selection. When the "OK"

button is selected readSynProfO is called. This performs some error checks
and then reads the synthetic profile data from the file. The functions
readSynFromFlle0, readProvincePts0, and readRecordO are involved in
the reading of the data fror_ the file.

When the "Export" button is selected, exportSynthetlcO is called. This
function checks if the export directory exists and also if province or profiles
exists. The "Synthetic Export" pop-up dialog is created and displayed. An option
is provided to save the synthetic profile in the synthetic database directory.

Options are provided to specify the export file name, latitude, longitude, year,
month, day, hour, l_'ovince number, and region codes values. When the "Export"
button is selected, writeSyntheticO is called. The checks the validity of the

options specified and then writes the data into the file. If the file exists, the user is
prompted. If the "save in database directory" button is selected, okSaveSyn
InDbaseO is called to copy the data into the directory.

When the "ResetlCLIM" button is selected, resetSynthetic0 is called to
reset the SYNTHETIC data structure for the profile type selection.

When the "Dismiss" button is selected, exitSynthetic0 is called to destroy

the synthetic dialog, reset the flags, reset the various data structures, and exit.

When the "Synthetic Profile Options" toggle button is selected,
synOptTogPress0 is called. This function calls createSynOptDlalogO to
create and display the "Synthetic Profile Options" dialog. This dialog provides
for the specifying of the First and Last Depth Values, Depth On/Off, Line Color,
Line Width, and Line Style of the different types of profiles.

3.3.2.16 _I_

When the "Sessions" pulldown in the "Gridding" section has been selected,

three options appear: Read, Edit, and Store. When "Read" is selected,
ReadSesslonO is called. This function calls getActiveLLT0 to read and
display the active LLT data that has been converted from a volume.

When the "Edit" button is selected, edltSesslon0 is called to check for the

presence of a polygon and then create a pop-up dialog, as shown in Figure 16.
This dialog is the same dialog as the profile isolation dialog except instead of
selecting a dataset, you select an "Editing Policy" an¢ an "F_lit" button has been
added, The rest of the. funl:tions in this dialog are described in Section 3.3.2.6.
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When the editing policy of "New Synthetic" has been selected and the "Edit"
button pressed, editProfileIsolateO is called. This function creates a line at
the end depth on the "Profile Chart". The left mouse button is used.to select a

new point for a depth while the middle mouse button quits the new synthetic
mode.

Figure 16. DIM Grid Edit Pop-Up Dialog

When the editing policy "Partial Synthetic" has been selected and the edit
button pressed, editProfilelsolate0 is called. The left mouse button is used to
select the start and end points on _n existing profile. The middle mouse button
registers the end points and starts the "New SynthetiC' mode for the selected
range. The rilT'_t mouse button cancels and quits partial synthetic mode.

When the "Store" button is selected, StoreSesslonO is called. This

function calls storeActlveLLT0 to create a pop-up dialog asking "Store in
Database". When "OK" is pressed, okStoreActiveLLT0 is called. This

function deletes the current LLT and calls writeLLT0 to ingest the new LLT
into the database.

3,3,2,17 _.,D._:J3ID_

The window operations are applied to the current active window. The active
window is indicated by a blue border around the window. Possible active
windows are the "Main Chart" window, the "Profile Chart" window, or any one
of the six multiview windows (See Section 3.3.2.8).
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When the "Repaint" button is selected, repaintWindow() is called. This
function clears the highlighted window of all the user graphics leaving only the
profiles or the locations.

When the "Default" button is selected, returnDefault0 is called. This
function resets the values of the highlighted window to the values present before
any changes were made by the user. The functions zoomGraphics() and
drawProflleWindowGraphics0 are utilized here.

When the "Window Options" button is selected, axisTextOptions0 is

calledto create a pop-up dialog for the "Main Chart" window as shown in
Figure 17, or any of the profilewindows as shown in Figure 18. This dialog
allows the settingof some axlesoptions,textoptions,marker options,and title

options (profilewindow only). When the "Apply" button _.sselected,
applyMainAxisPress0 is calledto registerthe changes for the "Main Chart"

window, while applyProfileAxisPres0 iscalledforthe profilewindow.

Figure 17. DIM "Window Options"
for Main Chart Window
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Figure 18. DIM "Window Options"
for Profile, Chart Window

When the "Last Polygon" button is selected, lastPolygonO is called, This
function calls repa[ntWlndow0 fh'st to clear the window of any polygons and
other user graphics. Then depending on which window is selected, the last drawn

polygon is drawn by obtaining the values from the BACKUP structure.

When the "ErasePoly" button is selected, erasePolygon0 is called to erase

any polygon from the window.

When the "PlotEnhance" button is selected, plotEnhance Process() is
called. Memory is first allocated to the PLOTENHANCEMENT data structure
and it is initialized. The "Enhancement Dialog" is then created and displayed.
Pixel width and pixeI heighl can be set here. Selecting the "Apply" button
executes applyEnhanee0. This function checks for the validity of the pixel
width and height and calls createEnhanceWindow() to draw the enhancement

plot. The function drawEnhaneePlot() does the ac,ual plotting. When the
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mouse button is clicked on the enhancement drawing window, exitEnhance
Window() iscalledto exitthe plotenhancement drawing area window. When
the"Dismiss" buttonisselected,exitEnhance0 iscalledto freethememory and

exitfrom the"Enhancement Dialog".

When the "RepaintAlr' button is selected, repaintAll0 is called. Like
repaintWindow0, this function also clears, from all visible windows, all the
polygons and other user graphics.

4.0 NIDAS DATA

NIDAS retrievesdata from the NIDAS database except for the user
configurationfile. The user configurationfileis located in the NIDAS
installationin a filenamed nidasConflg.def. There are no other data file

requirementsfor NIDAS. Th.eNIDAS databaseisdescribedin Appendix C and
thecon_figurationfileisdescribedinAppendix O.

5.0 REQUIREMENTS TRACEABILITY

Functionalrequirements(NFR) and design requirements(NDR) have been
defined for NIDAS. NFR/NDR requirementsare also indicatedin subsections

forcross-referenceand traceability.CSC responsibilityfor achievingeach NFR
and NDR areindicatedparentheticallyinthefollowingdescriptionsforeach NFR
and NDR.

5.1 _Function Reouff_,m_nts(]_J_

NFRI:

NFR2:

NFR3:

NFR4:
NFR$:
NFR6:
NFR7:
NFR8:
NFR9:

NFRI0:
NFRI 1:

Operate i_q, an interactive manner, i.e., displays must be
interactive. (GUI1, GUI2, DRM, DIM)
Provide overlay capability for several different types of ocean,
and meteorological data. (GUI2)

System must be able to manipulate overlays of various data types.
(DRM)

Access toRegionalBathymetry.(DRM)
Access toCoastlines/Shorelines.(DRM)

Access to RegionalLLT. (DRM)
Access toRegionalVOLUME. (DRM)

Access toRegionalIMAGE. (DRM)

Top Level OUI must displaythe globalcoastline,and a listof
selectableregions.(GUll)

Top Level GUI must hay,)zoom capability.(GUI I)
Selectively(;valuateand/ored!tenvironmentaldata.(DRM/DIM)
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NFR12:

NFR13:

NFR14:

NFRI$:

NFR16:

NFR17:

NFR18:

NFR19:

NFR20:
NFR21:

Selectively retain subsets of environmental data after evaluation
and/or editing procedures have been performed. (GUI2)
Main Chart must display data distribution points (profile
locations),contoureddata fields,coastlines,bathymetry contours,
and images (satellitedata).(DRM/GUI2)

Main Chart must support constructionand overlayof polygons.
(DIM/GUI2)
Profileson Main Chart must be viewable on envelope or inside

envelope.(GUI2)
Main Chart and Profile Composite Chart must have zoom

capability.(DIM/GUI2)
Toggle between temp, sal,sound spd,density,and conductivitym

ProfileComposite Chart.(GUI2)

Create synthetictemp or sal profiles in ProfileChart. (DIM/
OUI2)
Draw corresponding salinityprofilesfor temperature profiles
displayedon ProfileComposite Chart.(OUI2)

System must be abletoexportselectedprofiles.(DRM)
System must provide for interpolationof displayed data.
(GUI2/DIM)

5.2  sig nt J 

NDRI:
NDR2:

NDR3:

NDR4:

NDRS:

NDR6:

NDR7:

NDRS:

NIDAS must operate as a stand-alone system. (CSCI)
NIDAS must operate within the UNIX operating system
environment. (CSCI)
NIDAS must execute within the X-Windows client-server model.

(CSCl)
Windows displays must incorporate the Open Software

Foundation (OSF) Motif Widget Library.(CSCi)
There must be a relationaldatabasemanagement system (rdbms)
specificallyforNIDAS utiiize.tion.(DRM)
NIDAS must include an internallink to the rdbms fox'data

retrieval.(DRM)

Ingestionof dataintothe rdbms willbe accomplishedby soRwarc
externaltoNIDAS

Zoom capabilityforNIDAS Main Chart must replaceenlarged
displaywithinMain Chart window; i.e.No pop-up windows for
enlarged_trea.(GUI2/DIM)
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APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Charter - An interpolation module that creates a contour.

Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI) - a software application or
a major component thereof.

Computer Software Component (CSC) - a top level functional module

within a computer software configuration item (CSCI). CSC's are generally
considered to be one structural level below the CSCI.

Computer Software Unit (CSU) - low level software modules, usually at the
function or subroutine level that perform specific functions within a CSC.

Data Interactive Module (DIM) - NIDAS module that performs data

manipulation functions and processing required for display and. interpretation of
data.

Data Retrieval Module (DRM) - NIDAS module responsible for identifying,

obtaining, and formatting data obtained from the NIDAS (NEONS) database.

Graphical User Interface (GUI) - NIDAS module responsible for interfacing
with the user and_conm311ing the functionality of the top level and main NIDAS

display.

Plxmap - "... is a window like structure memory in which graphics are drawn."
This graphics can be copied to the window.

Project Area - An area of interest idenlified by a minimum and maximum
latitude and longitude.

Widget - "..,a graphicdevicecapableof receivinginputfrom thekeyboard and
the mouse and communi,catingwith an applicationor anotherwidget by means of

a callback.Every widget isa member of only one classand.always has a window
a.qsociatedwith it."
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APPENDIX B

LIST OF ACRONYMS

ASCII
CAST
Climo
CSC
CSCI
CSU
DBDR
DBFR
DIM
DOD
DRM
GUI
LAT
LLT
LON
MAX
MIN
MOODS
MSU
NASA
NAVOCEANO
NDR
NEONS
NFR
NIDAS
OSF
PMI
RDBMS

SQL
3-D

American Standard Code for Information Interchange

Center for Air Sea Technology

Climatology
Computer Software Component
Computer Software Configuration Item
Computer Software Configuration Unit
Database Design Requirement
Database Functional Requirement
Data Interactive Module

Department of Defense
Data Retrieval Module

Graphical User Interface
Latitude
Latitude/Longitude/Time

Longitude
Maximum
Minimum

Master Oceanographic Observation Data Set

Mississippi State University
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Naval Oceanographic Office
NIDAS Data Requirement

Navy Environmental Operational Nowcast System
NIDAS Functional Requirement
Naval Interactive Data Analysis System
Open Software Foundation

Program Modernization Initiative
Relational Database Management System
Structured Query Language
Three Dimensional
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APPENDIX C

THE NIDAS RELATIONAL DATABASE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM (RDBMS) SPECIFICATION

NIDAS accesses a NEONS database createdspecificallyto support the

CSCI. The databaseexistsas a dedicatedexternaland independentelement of the

sysmm. Data ingestionintothe databaseisalso accomplished independentlyof
NIDAS. NIDAS queriesthe database and retrievesrequesteddata from itby
callingNEONS softwarelibraryfunctions.NEONS providesa data model forall

genericdata types thatare requiredby NIDAS. Those data typos support the

followingol_rationaldatasets:

• Bathythermograph observationsin standardformat (lit)
• Volume

• Coastlines(geographical)
• LLT

• SateLliteimagery (image)

Each dataset ,'an be retrieved by the following parameters:

• Coastline - Specify the resolution (1,3,8, or 20 kin)
• LLT - lat, Ion, time, month, water depth, parameter,

instrument, classification, cruise id

source,

Further information about NEONS, its structure and use is available in the

NEONS design document ("Database Design Document for the Naval
Environmental Operational Nowcast System", Version 3.5).
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APPENDIX D

FUNCTIONAL AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR THE NIDAS
RELATIONAL DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (RDBMS)

DATABASE F_NCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS (DBFR):

DBFRI:
DBFR2:

DBFR3:

Database must be capable of data retrieval.
Data ingestion into the rdbms is to be accomplished external to NIDAS
as data becomes available using automated process (crontab, etc.).
Data resident in the rdbms to include the last four past versions (at a
minimum) in addition to the current dataset in a revolving data pool.

DATABASE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS (DBDR):

DBDRI: RDBMS engine must be Oracle.
DBDR2: RDBMS model must be the Naval Environmental Operational Nowcast

System (NEONS) Version 3.1.1, or later.
DBDR3: Database must be compatible with NAVOCEANO Program

Modernization Initiative (PMI) of 26 January I993.
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APPENDIX E

THE NIDAS DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

NIDAS has been developed in a Sun Microsystems SparcStation Model 10
computer hardware environment. The operating system was SunOS version 4.1.3,
including the resident SUN C compiler which was used to write the NIDAS
software code. Some minor elements of NEONS have been written FORTRAN77
(Sun FORTRAN77 version 1.4). Graphics support is provided by UNIRS ag/X
Toolmaster version 6v3b. The RDBMS engine is Oracle 7.1.x. The windowing
environment consists of X-Windows version X11 R5 and the OSF Motif widget
set version 1.3.
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APPENDIX F

NIDAS STRUCTURES

A C structure is a collation of data variables, pointers or other structures
grouped together for the convenience of using a single variable name to reference
or identify the whole group. The use and behavior of structures is covered in any
C programming language, textbook.

The NIDAS structure is a collection of 21 pointers to subordinate
structures that comprise the critical data framework of the NIDAS application.
The NIDAS structure is defined as follows:

typedef struct (
LABEL
FRONT_WINDOW
DATA_SELECT
TIME LOC
COAST_STRUCT
Boolean

BATHY_TYPE_ST_.UCT

VOLUM__TYPE_S .TRUCT
LLT_TYPE STRUCT
LINE_TYPE_STRUCT
IMAGE_TYPE_STRUCT
NIDASZOOMDIALOG
COLOR_STRUCT
VERT_XSEC_STRUCT
EXPORT_STRUCT
PROFILE_ISOLATF.
IMAGE_HISTOGRAM

IMAGE_PT_STRUCT
POLYGON_OPTIONS
REGION_INFO
PLOT_ENHANCE
SYNTHETIC_PROFILE
SYNTHETIC_STRUCT

) NIDAS;

label[MAX_LABEL];
*fWindow;
*dataSelect;
*locTime;
*coastStruct;
isTypePresent [MAX_TYPE];
*bathyType;
*volType;
*lltType;
*lineType;
*imageType;
*zoom;
*colorStruct;

*vert_xsec;

*exportStruct;
*profileIsolate;
*hnageHist;
*imagePt;
*polyOpt;
*reg info;

*plot_e_an¢'e;
*synProf;
*synthetic;

The following are source code listings for each elemental data structure
contained in the NII3AS structure:
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The DEFAULT_STRUCT Structure

typedefstruct{
char xlabcl[7];
char ylab¢l[7];
char moodsFile,[61];
char auxIFile[61];
char aux2File[61];
char aeasFile[61];
char gdemFilo[6I ];
char polyFile[61];
char grid2File[61];
char minL1tDate[15];
char maxLltDat¢[15];
char polyFile[61];
char modasTempFile[61];
char modasSalFileC61];
char modasSndSpdFile.[61];
char nidasTempFile[61];
char ni_sSalFit¢[61 ],;
char nidasSndSpdFile[61];
double min_lat;
double max_laB
double minion;
double max_lon;
long min_wdepth;
long max_wdepth;
long min_class;
long max class;
long rain_cruise;
long max_cruise;
long min_inst;
long max_inst;
long min_source;

long max_source;
long min_month;
long max_month;
long min_.parm;
long max_parm;
float

min_vaI[NUM_PROFILE_PLOT];
float

max_val [lX_M_PROFILE_PLOT];
float

min_axis[NUM_PROFILE_PLOT];
float

max axi_ [h_JM_PROFILE_PLOT];
float x_doRa;
float y_delta;
float bathy_step;
float level;
float lineWidth;
float dotSiz¢;
float polyLincWidth;
float polyDotSiz¢;
float isolateLineWidth;
float isolatcDotSiz¢;
float labelSiz¢;
int num_parm;
int center_date;
int da)'l;
int day2;
int day3;
int llt_julian_,:late;

) DEFAULT_STRUCT;
DEFAULT STRUCT *defStn_ct;
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WINDOW Structure

tylmdef street
Window window;

OC gc;
GC rgc;
Boolean ifrnereIsPixmap;

Pixmap pixmap;
float xmin;

float xmax;

float ymin;
float ymax;
float polyxmin;

float polyxmax;
float polyymin;
float polyymax;
int width;
int height;

mt depth;

mt xcxpose;
tnt yexpos¢;
int polyPoints;

tnt backupPoints;
mt dPolyPoints;

mt dBackupPoints;
int xstart; /* X coordinateof

rubberband origin*/
int ystart; /* Y coordinateof

rubberband origin.*/
int xlast; /* X coordinate of

rubberband extreme */

int ylast; /* Y coordinate of
rubberband extreme */

) WINDOW;

AXIS-TEXT Structure

7;

I

T

typedd struct {
Widget text_color_w;
Widget marker_color..w;

Widget titl,_color_w;
Widget gridLine_color_w;
Widget line_style_w;
Window textWindow;
Window markerWindow;
Window titleWindow;
int textColor;
int markerColor;
int titleColor;

int gridLineColor;

int gridLineStyl¢;
int markerXStcp;

int markerYStep;
float textSiz¢;

float markerSiz¢;
float titleSizc;
char x_text[31];

char y_text[31];
char title_text[100];
char *text_fontNam¢;
char *mark¢r_fontName;

char *title_fontNam¢;

) AXIS_TEXT;
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typedef struct (
double min_lat;
double max_lat;
double minion;

double max_lon;
double cmer;
double bpar;
float x_delta;
float y_delta;

The MAIN_WINDOW Structure

float
float
float
float
float
float
int

Ion_art[MAX_POINTS];

lat_arr[MAX..POINTS];
dlon_arr[MAX_POINTS];
dlat art[MAX_POINTS];
dlon[MAX_POINTS];

dlat[MAX_POINTS];

proj_type;
AXIS_TEXT *axisText;

WINDOW *windowParm;
) MAIN_WINDOW;

The PROFILE_WINDOW Structure

typedef struct
float xan[MAX_POINTS];
float yarr[MAX_POINTS];
float xpts[MAX_POINTS];
float ypts[MAX_POINTS];
AXISTEXT *axisText;
WINDOW *windowParm;

) PROFILE_WINDOW;

The FRONT_WINDOW Structure

typedef struct (
MAIN_WINDOW *mainWindow[NUM_MAIN_PLOT];
PROFILE_WINDOW *profileWindow [NUM_PROFILE_PLOT];
Window window;
Cursor cursor;
Display *display;
Widget statusDialog;
Widget draw[NUM PLOT TYPE];
Widget view form;

Widget multi_view_form;
Widget remark;
Widget front_page;
Widget parmOption;
Widget xlabel;
Widget xtext;
Widget ylabel; Widget ytext;
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Widget
Widget

Widget
Widget

Widget
Widget

Widget
Widget

Widget
Widget

Widget
Widget
Widget

Widget

Widget
Widget
Widget

Widget
Widget
Widget

Widget
Widget

Widget
Widget

Widget

dataBtn;

exportBtn;
zoomBtn;

dummyPolyBm;
polygonBtn;
proflsolateBtn;
polyOptBm;
multiViewBm;
transectBtn;
singleVolBtn;

imageHistBtn;
imagePtBtn;
sessionBm;

syntheticBm;
repaintBm;
defaultBtn;
windowOptBtn;
lastPolyBtn;
erasePolyBtn;

plotEnhanceBm;
dataDialog;
polyOptDialog;
dataToolsLabel;

analyToolsLabel;
lltTooisLabeI;

Widget
Widget

Widget
Widget
Boolean
Boolean
Boolean
Boolean
Boolean
Boolean
Boolean
Pixel
Pixel

char
char
int

int
int
int

int

long
Widget
float

float
float

float

volToolsLabel;

imageToolsLabel;
synToolsLabel;
windowLabel;

dataFlag;

sessiortFlag;

polyOptFlag;

proflsolateFlag;
imageHistRag;
multiViewFlag;
syntheticI-lag;
selected_color;
unselected_color;
*sw_env;

*exp_env;
hum_label;

cur_bin;
windowld;

lastPolyWindow;
activeLltlndex;

activeI,ltId;
activeLltTog;
sstMinVal;
sstMaxVal;

imageMinVal;
imageMaxVal;

}FRONT_WINDOW;

The PLOT_ENHANCE Structure

typedef smzct {
Widget width_w;
Widget height_w;
int window_type;

int pix_width;
int pix_height;
WINDOW *windowParm;

} PLOT_ENHANCE;
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The DATASELECT Structure

typcdef struct (
Widget data_li_t;
Widget data_label;
Widget displayBB;
int type;
int data_pos;
int tog_x;
int tog .y;
int tog_count;
char *tog_type[30];

} DATA SELECT;

The TIME_LOC Structure

typedef struct {
DATE start_date;
DATE end_date;

double min_lat;
double min_lon;
double max_lat;
double max_Ion;

double start_hour;
double end_hour;

} TIME_LOC;

The DATA_STRUCT Structure

typedef struct { .
Widget dialog;
Widget max_text;
Widget rain text;
Widget step_text;
Widget isoline_color_w;
Widget isoline_line_width_scale;
Widget label..color_w;
Widget label_size_scale;
Widget decimal_scale;
Boolean ifrherelsPixmap;
Boolean isData;
Boolean isLabel;
double *lon;
double *lat;
float minVal;
float maxVal;
float defMinVal;
float defMaxVal;

float *bathy;
float *data;
float *projLon;
float *projLat;
float step;
float defStep;
float isolineLineWidth;
float deflsolineLineWidth;
float labelSize;
float defLabelSize;
mt isolineColor;
mt deflsolineColor;
mt labelColor;
int defLabelColor;
mt numOfDec;
lnt defNumOfDec;

int rowcnt;
mt colcnt;

} DATA_STP.UCT;
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The VOL_OPT_STRUCT Structure

typedef sttuct {
Widget opt_dialog;
Widget level_list;
Widget color_w;

Widget poly_color_w;
Widget isolate_color_w;
Widget line_width_scale;
Widget dot..size_scal¢;
Widget po ly_line_width_scale;
Widget poly_dot_size_scale;
Widget isolate_line_width_scale;
Widget isolate_dot_size_scale;
Boolean isIsoline;
Boolean isLocation;
Boolean isProfile;

float lineWidth;
float defLineWid.th;

float dotSize;
float de,fDotSize;

float polyLineWidth;

float d_fPolyLineWidth;
float polyDotSize;
float ddPolyDotSize;
float isolateLineWidth;
float deflsolatcLineWidth;

float isolateDotSize;
float deflsolateDotSize;

int color;
mt defColor,

int polyColor,
mt defPolyColor;
int isolateColor;
mt deflsolateColor;
mt profile, count;
mt *profile_array;
mt *color_array;
mt defI.cvelPos;
mt levdPos;

} VOL_OPT_STRUCT;

typedef stxuct (
Widget dialog;
Widget opt_dialog;

Widget coast_text;
Widget color_w;

typedef struct (
Widget vrsn_list;
Boolean isOption;
Boolean isClimo;

Boolean *¢mptyFlag;
int parmFlag;
char parrn[21];
char mental21];

char date[21];

The COAST_STRUCT Structure

Boolean ifTherelsPixmap;
char coast[15];

char ddCoast[15];
int color;
int defCol.or;

) COAST_STRUCT;

The VOL_STRUCT Structure

float *Ivl_val;
int Ivl_cnt;
double rain_Ion;
double max_Ion;

double min_lat;
double max_lag
float x_int_dcg;
float y_int_d,g;
float pack_null;

long voI_id;
DATA_STRUCT

*dataStruct;
VOL_OPT_STRUCT

*volOptStruct;
) VOL STRUCT;
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The FRo_r_STRUCT Structure

typcdcfstruct(
Widget sep_tog;

Widget date_list;
Widget color_w;
Boolean ifTherdsPixmap;
Boolean isData;

char date[15];

char dates[MAX_DATES3[15];

int num_days;
float freddy;
int color;
int defColor;

Boolean sepColors;
} FRONT_STRUCT;

The LLT R.EG I-IEADER Structure

typedefstruct{
double 1_inLat;

doublemaxLat;
double minLon;

double maxLon;
doubledefMinLat;
double defMaxLat;
double defMi.uLon;
double defMaxLon;

long minParm;
long maxPann;
long defMinParm;
long d_fMaxParm;
char *wsnName[12];

char minDate[I5];
char maxDam[15];
char defMinDa_[15];

char defMaxDate [15];
int vrsnCnt;

int parm;
int numOfProfiles;

int selection_type;

int Ivl_cnt;

float *Ion;
float *lat;
float *lvl_val;

float pack_null;
Boolean ifThereIsPixmap;

Widget dialog;
Widget rain_toggle;
Widget maxtoggle;
Widget parm_scale;
Widget vrsn_toggle;

Widget lat_text;
Widget lon_r.ext;
Widget min_lat_text;
Widget max.Jat_text;

Widget rain_Ion_text;
Widget max_Ion_text;
Widget rain time_text;
Widget max_time_text;
Widget min_parm_text;
Widget max..parm_text;

) LLT_REG HEADER;
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The LLT OPT_HEADER Structure

typedd struct {
int dayl_colog

mt day2_color;
int day3_eolor;
int defDaylColor;
int defDay2Color;
int defDay3Color;
int dayl;
mt day2;
mt day3;
mt defDayl;
mt defDay2;
mt defl)ay3;
mt ce:ate.rDate;
mt sstColor;
mt defCenterDate;
mt defSstColor,

tnt polylColor;
int poly2Color;
mt poly3Color,
ant ddPolylColor;
mt defPoly2Color;

mt defPoly3Color;
mt isolateColor;
mt deflsolat¢Color;

mt profile_count;
tnt *prof'fle_array;
mt *color_array;
float minsst;
float maxsst;
float lineWidth;

float do,tSize;

float polyLineWidth;

float polyDotSize;
float isolateLineWidth;

float isolateDot$ize;
float defLineWidth;
float defDotSize;

float defPolyLineWidth;
float defPolyDotSize;
float deflsolateLineWidth;

float defIsolateDotSize;

Boolean isSst;
Boolean isManualSst;

Boolean isLocation;
Boolean isProfile,

Boolean isD_th;

W!dget opt_dialog;
Widget dayl_color_w;

Widget day2_color_w;
Widget day3_color_w;

Widget day l_text;
Widg¢t day2 text;
Widget day3_text;
Widget poly l_color_w;
Widget poly2...color_w;
Widget poly3_color_w;

Widget sst_color_w;
Widget isolate_color_w;

Widget center_date_text;
Widget line_width_scale;
Widget dot_size_scale;

Widget poly_line_width_$cale;
Widget poly_dot_size_scale;
Widget isolate_line_width_scale;

Widget isolate_dot_size_scale;
} LLT_OPT_I-IEADER;
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The LLT..DATA Structure

typedef struet (
double lat;

double lon;

double hour;
DATE date;

float *parm[NUM_PARM];
float *depth;
float ¢lasId;
flit numOfPoints;

flit julian;
float parm_l_name;
float hdr_txt[60];

float nprof;

float prof_flag[8];

float jprof;

float ipat;
float imass;

float iprov;
float llt_bot_dpthl;

float llt_bot_dpth2;

float cycl_cnt;
floatcyc2..cnt;
float extra;

float rpln_cnt;
float clas_num;

float inst_num;

float src_num;

float cruise_hum;

char ident[10];

], LILT_DATA;

The I.,LT_HEADER Structure

typedef struct (
long minClass;
long maxClass;
long minInst;
long maxlnst;
long minSource;
long maxSource;
long minMonth;
long maxMonth;
long minWdepth;

long maxWdepth;
long minCruise;

long maxCruise;
int month;
int defMonth;

Widget class_list;
Widget inst_list;
Widget source_list;
Widget month_list;

Widget cruise_id_text;

Widget water_depth_text;
Widget time_toggle;
Widget min_class_text;
Widget max_class_text;

Widget min_inst_text;
Widget max_inst_text;
Widget min_src_text;
Widget max_src_text;
Widget rain_month_text;

Widget max_month_text;
Widget rain wdepth_text;
Widget max wdepth_text;

Widget rain_cruise_text;
Widget max cruise_text; '
Boolean isData;
Boolean selectTime;
Boolean selectMonth;

LLT_REG_HEADER *lltRegHeader;
LLT OPT_HEADER *lltOptHeader;

) LLT_HEADER;
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The DEF_LLT_HEADER Structure

typedofstruct(
tong deflVlinClass;

tong defMaxClass;
long defMinInst;

long ddMaxlnst;
long ddMinSource;

_ong dei'Max$ouree;

long dcfMinWdcpth;

long defMaxWdepth;
long defMinMonth;

long ddMaxMonth;
long dcfMinCruise;

long defMaxCruise;
int defMonth;

), DEF_LLT_HEADER;

The LLT_STRUCT Structure

typedef struct (
LLT_HEADER *UtHeader,

DEF_LLT_I-IEADER *dcfLltHeader;
LLT_DATA *UtData[MAX_OBS];

) LLT..STRUCT;

The IMAGE_STRUCT Structure

typedefstruct(
Boolean ifTherdsPixmap;
Boolean isData;

P_:map pixmap;
long imagdd;
float minVal;

float maxVal;

float step;
float defMinVal;
float defMaxVal;

float de_tep;
float minTemp;
float m_7I'emp;
float sstMinVal;
float sstMaxVal;
float ratio;

Widget dialog;

Widget opt_dialog;
Widget image_list;

Widget rain_text;
Widget max text;

Widget step_text;
REG_GEOM geom;

unsigned short *sbuff;

unsigned short *newlmage;
int rowcnt;
int colcnt;
int minPix¢l;
int maxPixel;

double min_lon;
double max_Ion;

double min_lat;
double max_lat;

) IMAGE_STRUCT;
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The COLOR_STRUCT Structure

typedef struct{
unsignedlongcolors[NUM_OF_COLOR];

unsignedlong black;

unsignedlong white;
unsignedlong blue;

unsignedlong whiteyellow;
unsignedlong skybluo;

unsignedlong tan;

unsigned long cyan4;
unsignedlong bluegrcy;
unsignedlong blnesteel;

unsigned long blueblack;

unsignedlong whitegmen;
) COLOR STRUCT;

The VERT XSEC STRUCT Structure

typcdef struct {
Widget transectDialog;
Widget spacing_w;
Widget rain_depth_w;
Widget max_depth_w;

Widget interval_w;
Boolean isData;
int nun_poly_pts;
int lend;

int type;
int Ivl_cnt;
int rowcnt;
int colcnt;
chin' parm_name[31 ];
float pt lon[2];

float pt_lat[2];
float *gtlat;
float *gtlon;

float *gtd;
float *data;
float *bathy;
float spacing;
float xmax;
float *depth;
float minD¢pth;
float maxDepth;
float interval;
float offset;

float pack_null;
) VERT XSEC_STRUCT;

The EXPORT_STRUCT Structure

typcdcf struct {
Widget exportDiah)g;
char header[MAX_FILE_NUM][60];
char. fileName[MAX_FILE_NUM][51 ];

Boolean
onOffFlag[MA X_FILE_NUM];

int fileType;
) EXPORT_STRUCT;
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The NIDASZOOMDIALOG Structure

typedef struct
_NIDASZOOMDIALOG {

int start,x;

int start),;
int eadx;

int endy;
float xmin;
float xmax;

float ymin;

float ymax;
Boolean zoomOniy;
Booleart overlay;

} NIDASZOOMDIALOG;

/* X grid coordinate of first zoom comer */
/* Y grid coordinate of first zoom comer */
/* X grid coordinate of second zoom comer */
/* Y grid coordinate of second zoom comer */

The SYNTHETIC_PROFILE Structure

typedef struct
_SYNTHETIC_PROFILE {
int synPoints;

int numOfSynPoints;
float synxarr[MAX_EDIT_POINTS];
float synyarr[MAX EDIT POINTS];

} SYN'ITIETIC_PROFILE;

The PROFILE_ISOLATE Structure

typedef stxuct _PROFILE_ISOLATE {
Widget dialog;
Widget button;
Widget list;

Widget label;
Widget exportBtn;
Widget deleteBtn;

Widget editBta;
Boolean flag;
int num_select;
int *select;

int type;
int isNewSynthEdit;

} PROFILE_ISOLATE;
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The IMAOE_HISTOGRAM Structure

tygcdef struct_IMAGE_HISTOGRAM {
Widget imageDialog;
Widget draw;
Widget rain_text;

Widget max_text;
Widget rain_tog;

Widget max_tog;
int max_pixel;
int minMaxTog;

int type;
) IMAGE_HISTOGRAM;

The IMAGE_PT_STRUCT Structure

typedef struct _IMAGE_PT_STRUCT {

Widget dialog;
Widget lortLabel;
Widget latLa_l;

Widget pixelLab¢l;
Widget tempLab¢l;

) LMAGE_PT_STRUCT;

The POLYGON_OPTIONS Structure

typedef struct _POLYCK)N_OPTIONS (
Widget vertex_symboI_widget;
Widget vertex_color_w;
Widget edge_color_w;
int vertexColor;

mt edgeColor;
hat vertexSymboI;
float vertexSize;

float edgeLineWidth;
POLYC_N_OPTIONS;

The SYNTHETIC_STRUCT Structure

typedef struct _SYNTHETIC_STRUCT {

Widget dialog;
Widget togs[NUM_SYN_PROF+ 1];
Widget line_color_w;
int lineColor;
float lineWidth;
int type;
hat num_syn_pts[NUM_SYN_PROF]

[NUM_SYN_TYPE];
Boolean hasData[NUM_S YN_PROF]

[NUM_SYN_TYPE];
Boolean isFirstDepthZero;
float pann[NUM_SYN_PROF]

[NUM_SYN_TYPE]
[MAX_SYN_POINTS];

float deptla[NUM_S YN_I?ROF]
[NUM_SYN TYPE]

[MAX_SYN_POINTS];
float Ion arr[MAX POINTS];
float Iat_arr[MAX_POINTS];
int polyPoints;
int baekupPoints;
char fileName[51];
float Ion;
float lat;

int year;
int month;

int day;
float hour;

int iprov;
int ireg;

} SYNTHETIC_STRUCT;
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The VOLUME_TYPE_STRUCT Structure

typedef struct (
VOL_STRUCT **volStruct;
NAME STRUCT *vol_names;
int num_vol;

) VOLUME_TYPE_STRUCT;

The LLT TYPE_STRUCT Structure

typedefstruct{
LLT_STRUCT **lltStruct;

NAME_$TRUCT *llt..nam¢s;
int num_llt;

LLT_TYPE_STRUCT;

The LINE_TYPF.,_STRUCT Smicture

typedef stmct{
FRONT_STRUCT **lineStruct;
NAME_STRUCT *line_names;
int aura_line;

],LINE_TYPE_STRUCT;

The IMAGE_TYPE_STRUCT
Structure

typ¢dcf struct {

IMAGE_STP,.UCT **imageStruct;
NAME_STRUCT *imag¢_nam,s;
int num_imag¢;

) IMAGE_TYPE_STRUCT;
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APPENDIX G

THE NIDAS DEFAULT CONFIGURATION FILE

Default values for parameters that are critical to NIDAS operation are
maintained in a user default file. Users should not create their own user default
file. Instead, the file should be provided by NIDAS site managers. SJ_e managers
should ensure that file privileges are restricted to "read only". Any changes to. this
file could cause the application to fail. All values aad colors may be changed
through interaction with NIDAS, except minlat, maxlat, minlon, and maxlon.
When the main window of NIDAS is broughtup, the appliction will look for the

file "nidasConfig.def' in the NIDAS installation directory. If the "nidasConfig.def'
file cannot be located, the application will fail. The format for the

"nidasConfig.def' default file is as follows:

22.0 31.0 47.0 74.0
2.0 2.0
wvs_$km_cst
WHITE
ORANGE 100.0
10.0 35.0 0.0 400.0
30.0 40.0 0.0 400.0

1425.0 1525.0 0.0 400.0
20.0 30.0 0.0 400.0
0.0 20.0 0.0 400.0
10.0 35.0 30.0 40.0

Temp
Depth
3

sea_temp
temp
temp_sal
YELLOW
center_date 30
GREEN 15
GREEN 0
GREEN 0
sst_color BLUE

polygonl_color ORANGE
polygon2_color YELLOW
polygon3_color BLACK
classification 0 IO(X)IO00
source_code 0 99

/* rain and max latitude and longitude */

/* longitude and latitude axis ticks */
/* resolution of coasfliae */
/* color of the coastline */

/* Bathyr, etry color and contour interval */
/* min and max temperature and depth */
/* rain and max sflinity and depth */

/* rain and max sound speed and depth */
/* rain and max density and depth */
/* rain and max conductivity and depth */

/* min and max temperature and salivir;,' */
/* x axis label */

/* y axis label */
/* number of parameters */

/* sea temperature */
/* temperature */
/* temperature salinity */
/* front color */,
/* center date for LLT data */

/* day 1 time color and window */
/* day 1 time color and window */
/* day 1 time color and window */
/* sea surface temperature color */

/* day I polygon color */
/* day 2 polygon color */
/* day 3 polygon color */
/* rain and max classification for LLT */
/* rain and max source for LLT */
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inst_type 0 99
months 1 12
cruise 0 1000000000
parm 2 3
water_depth-99 10000000
level 0.0
otis_data.ow:
gdem_data.out
moods_data.out
goods_dato.out
vol_data.out
polyExport.out
./modas_tcmp.out
./modas_sal.out
./modas_sndspd.out
./nidas_temp.out
./rddas_sal.out
./nidas_sndspd.out

/* rain and max instrument for LLT */
/* rain and max months for LLT */
/* rain and max cruiso number for LLT */
/* rain and max parameters for LIT */
/* rain and max water depth for LLT */
/* VOLUME level to be plotted */
/* otis output file */
/* gdem output file */
/* moods outpu', f'de */
/* goods output file */
/* volume output file */
/* polygon output file */
/* modas tcmp output file */
/* modas salinity output file */
/* modas sound sl:ced output file */
/* NIDAS temp output file */
/* NIDAS salinity output file */
/* NIDAS sound speed output file */
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APPENDIX H

NIDAS REGION CONFIGURATION SYSTEM DESIGN

1.0 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The NIDAS Region Configuration System (NRCS) is a tool that provides
facilities for defining geographical regions. NRCS also provides for defining
different environmental data types and formats for each defined region. The
following sections describe in detail the design of the tool and its functionality.
NRCS has to be used to setup project areas and datasets prior to ingesting data and
using NIDAS.

2,0 MAIN WINDOW GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE (GUI)

2.1

Figure 1 displays the main window Graphical User Interface dialog of
NRCS. The main components of the dJ.alog are project area list, dataset list, globe

ma,3, menu bar, function buttons, and remark area. The project area list contains a
list of project areas previously defined. The dataset list contains a list of datasets
previously defined. The globe map allows for the selection of any region of the
globe with the aid of the mouse. The function buttons allow certain operations to
be performed for any project area and/or dataset selected. These functions are

project area information, dataset information, add project area, add dataset, delete
dataset, delete project area, and zoom. The remark area displays the current status
of any user interaction with the tool.

2.2 Functionalltv

The NRCS Main Window GUI design employs the X, Motif,and UNIRAS

ag/X Toolmaster libraries.Inputto the NRCS top levelwindow GUI is via the

REGION_INFO data structure.The functionallocMemory0 iscalledto allocate
memory for the NRCS FRONT_PAGE data structure,while In|tFrontPage0

initializesthe FRONT_PAGE data structure.The functiongetColorPlxelO get.s
the pixelvalue of specifiedcolors.The functioncreateFrontPage0 createsthe
layout for the NRCS main window. Within thisfunction,createPulldownO

createsthemenu_bar. The functioncreateGlobeMapO createsthe globe map _md
itscomponents.
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Figure I.Illust_ationof theNRCS Main Window
OraphicalUser Interface(GUI) Display Screen.

The function getRegionInfo0 retrieves a list of predefined project atoas
from the database and lists them in the project area list. The function
brwsProjectArea0 is called when a selection is made on the project area list to
register the selection..The appropriate functions are called from within to draw the
rectangle :across the selected region in the globe. The function getDatasetLIst0
is called from within this function to retrieve all the datasets available for the

selected project area. Latlon2Cursor(), Cursor2LatLon0, and Zoom
Cursor2Lation() are associated with transforming values between the xy
coordinates of the cursor and the latitude/longitude values and vice versa.
Latlon2Map0 is called to transform the latitude/longitude values into a r(:ctangle
across the region in the globe,
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2.2.1 File Pulldown Menu

The menu-bar "File" button displays a reset and an exit option. The "Reset"

option calls resetMap0 to erase any user selected project area and also erase the
resulting rectangle drawn across the selected project area in the globe map. The
"Exit" option callsexltRegAnalysisO to freewidget memory and exitfrom the

application.

2.2.2 FunctionButtons

The function buttons are composed of the following buttons: 1) Project Area

Information, 2) Dataset Information, 3) Create Project Area, 4) Create Dataset,
5) Delete Project Area, 6) Delete Dataset, and 7) Zoom.

2.2.2.1 Prelect Area Info

When the Project Area Info button is selected, setupRegionInfoO is
called. This function cheeks if a project area is selected and then allocates memory
for the nrcs REGION_INFO data structure. The function lnltRegtonCreate0
initializes the REGION_INFO data structure and reglonlnfo0 is then called to

create and display the "Project Area Info" dialog as shown in Figure 2. This
dialogdisplaysinformationsuch as name of the projectarea,areadescription,the

creatorof theprojectarea,datetheprojectareawas created,the projectname, and
classificationof the projectarea. The functionretrleveReglonInfoO iscalledto
retrievethese information for the selectedprojectarea from the database and

displaythem. The button"Geoglnfo" when selectedwillcallsetupGeoglnfo0 to
allocatememory for the NRCS GEOGLOC_INFO data structureand to initialize

the structure.The functiongeoglnfo0 isthen calledfrom within to createand

displaythe "ProjectBoundary Info". This dialogdisplaysrain/max latitudeand
longitudevalues. Th, functiondlsplayGeogValuesO is calledto retrieveand
displaythese,values.

2,2.2.2 DAItlI_J_,UI_

When the Datasetlnfo button is selected, setupDsetInfo0 is called, This
function checks if a dataset is selected and then allocates memory for the NRCS
DATASET_INFO data structure. This structure is initialized by inltDsetlnfo0.
The function datasetlnfo() is called to create and display the "Dataset
Information" dialog, as shown in Figure 3. This dialog provides information such
as dataset nmne, classification, type, dataset creator, description, and date created.
The funct;?n getDsetlnfo0 is called to retrieve and display these values. The
"Details" and Options" buttons provide greater details on the dataset based on data
type (LLT, Volume, Bathymetry, or Image).
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Figure 2. Project Area Info Dialog

2.2.2.2.x

When the "Details button is selected, addDisplayDelDset0 is called to
display detailed information about the dataset. For the LLT data type,
lltDataInfo0 is called to create and display the "LLT Data Information" dialog.
This dialog displays information such as range, color, and polygon color for three
time range subsets and location, profile, and depth flags. The function

getLltlnfoO retrievels and displays the required information. There are no
"Options" for LLT.
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Figure 3.Data.setInformationDialog

2.2.2.2.2 Volume

When the "Details" button is selected, addDisplayDelDset0 is called to

display detailedinformation about the dataset. For the Volume data type,
volDataInfoO is calledto createand displaythe "Volume Data Information"

dialog.This dialogdisplaysinformationsuch as climatologyflag;min/max latitude
and longitude;north-southresolution;east-westresolution;row count; column

count;depth count;depth values;and inputgridflag.When the "InputGrid"button
is selected setupVolVrsns0 is called to create and display the "Versions" dialog.
This dialog displays a list of versions for the currently selected volume dataset
which can be selected as input for the LLT data type. The function getVolInfoO
retrieves and displays the required information.

When the "Options" button is selected for the 'Volume data type,
addDelDisplayOptions() is called to create and display the "Volume Data
Information" options dialog. This dialog displays information such as minimum,
maximum, contour interval, transect rain/max', and color. The function

getVollnfoO retrieves and displays the required information.
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2.2.2.2.3

When the "Details" button is selected, addDisplayDelDset0 is called to

display detailed information about the dataset. For the Bathymetry data type,
bathyDatalnfo0 is called to create and display the "Bathy Data Information"
dialog. This dialog displays information such as rain/max latitude and longitude;
row count; column count; and horizontal resolution. The function

getBathyInfoO retrieves and displays the required information.

When the "Options button is selected for the Bathymetry data type,
addDelDisplayOptions0 is called to create and display the "Bathy Data
Information" options dialog. This dialog displays information such as minimum,
maximum, contour interval; and color values. The function getBathyInfo0
retrieves and displays the required information.

2.2.2.2.4

When the "Details" button is selected, addDisplaydelDsetO is called to

display information about the dataset. For the Image data type, imageData
Info0 is called to create and display the "Image Data Information" dialog. This
dialog displays information such as satellite name, sensor name, and band. The
function getImageInfo0 retrieves and displays the required information.

When the "Options" button is selected for the Image data type,
addDelDtsplayOpttonsO is called to create and display the "Image Data
Information" options dialog. This dialog displays information such as minimum,
maximum, and contour interval. The function getlmageInfo0 retl_eves and
displays the requJxed information.

2.2.2.3 Pr__olect__Ar_eaCreate

When the Project Area Add button is selected, setupRegionCreate0 is
called. This function allocates memory for the NRCS REGION_INFO data struc-

ture and calls lnitRegionCreate0 to initialize it. The function regionInfo0, is
then called to create and display the "Project Area Create" dialog similar to the
"Project Area Info" dialog shown in Figure 2. The button "GeogInfo" when
selected will call setupGeogCreateO to allocate memory for the NRCS
GEOGLOC_INFO data structure and to initialize the structure. The function
geoglnfo0 is then called from, *.bin to create and display the "Project Boundary
Create". The dialog will allow for specifying the rain/max latitude and longitude
values. If the specified values are out of bounds, then the default values are
assigned. When the "Add" button is selected, addNewReglon0 is called. The
coordinates of the project area are first checked and then InsAnalysisReg0 is
called to create a new project area and store the information in Re database.
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2.2.2.4 Dataset Create

When the AddDataset button is selected, setupDsetCreate0 is called. This

function checks if a project area is selected and then allocates memory for the
NRCS DATASET_INFO data structure. This structure is initialized by initDset

Info0. The function datasetlnfo0 is called to create and display the "Dataset

Add" dialog similar to the "Dataset Info" dialog shown in Figure 3. The dataset
type can be set by selecting any type from the pop-up menu which appears when
the" :)ataType" button is selected. When a particular data type is selected from the
pop-up menu .,:howDataDialog0 is called to display the selected data type dialog.
Memory is allocated by calling alloeDataStruct0. The function addDlsplayDel
Dset0 then calls the appropriate function, depending on the data type, to bring up

the editing dialog. The editing dialog for each dataset is similar to the "Dataset
Info" dialogs discussed in Sections 2.2.2.2.1 through 2,2.2,2.4.

2.2.2.5 _[oieet Area Delete

When the Project Area Delete button is selected, setupRegionDelete0 is
called. This function checks if a project area is selected and then allocates memory
for the nrcs REGION_INFO data structure and the GEOG_LOC data structure.

The function initReglonCreateO initializes the REG1ON_INFO data structure

and regionlnfo0 is then called to create and display the "Project Area Delete"

dialog similar to the "Project Area Into" dialog shown in Figure 2, with the excep-
tion of a "Delete" button. Selecting the "Delete" button will call deleteRegion()
to delete the project area. This function first deletes any datasets defined in the

project area and then deletes the project area. The database function
delAnalysisReg0 is called to execute the delete.

2.2.2.6 Dataset Delete

When the DelDataset button is selected, setupDsetDelete0 is called. This
function checks if a datase.t is selected and then allocates memory for the NRCS
DATASET_INFO data structure. This structure is initialized by initDsetlnfo0.
The function datasetInfo0 is called to create amt display the "Dataset Delete"
dialog similar to that of the "Dataset Information." dialog shown in Figure 3, with
the exception of a "De;e:-, button. Selecting the "Delete" button will call
delDatasetO to deiete tl_-, ¢elected dataset and the associated information. The

database functions are used for this purpose. For BATHY dataset,

delBathylnfo() is called. For VOLUME, delVolDataset() is called. For
IMAGE, delLlmagelnfo0 is called. For LLT, delLItlnfo20 is called.

If the dataset type is VOLUME and if the dataset is also a base input grid for
LLT, then warnForOutputGrid() is called to display a confirmation dialog,

Selecting OK will call delVolDataset0 to complete the delete.
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When the "Zoom" button is activated, setupZoom0 is executed. This
function creates the zoom dislog and registers the required functions. The function
lnltZoomRubberBand0 initializes the rubber band data structure while zoom
DataDlalog0 sets the various coordinates. The function zoomDrawingPress0
is activated when the user clicks the left mouse button on the globe map to start
drawing a rectangle. The function zoomDrawingMotion0 is activated when the
user drags the mouse across a region in the map. The function zoom
DrawingReleaseO is activated when the user releases the left mouse button to
complete the drawing of the rectangle across the region to be zoomed and also
produce a pop-up dialog containing the outline of the zoomed region. The zoomed
area can be used to define the rain/max latitude and longitude values for a new

project area.
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APPENDIX I

DATABASE ADMINISTRATOR TOOLS DESIGN

1.0 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The Database AdministratorTools (DBA.Tools) applicationis a toolthat

providesfacilitiesfor performing variousdatabase administrativefunctionsfor
NIDAS. Among the facilitiesprovided are database access control,table
maintenance, and data maintenance such as inventory,delete,and ingest.The

followingsectionsdescribeindetailthedesignof thetooland itsfunctionality.

2.0 MMN WINDOW GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE (GUI)

2.1

Figure 1 displaysthe main window GraphicalUser Interfacedialogof DBA

Tools. The main components of thedialogare projectarealist,globe map, menu
bar,and _mark area. The projectarea listcontainsa listof predefmed project

areas.The globe map allows forvisualof locationof thepre-defineprojectarea.
The remark areadisplaysthecurrentstatusof any user interactionwith thetool.

2.2 ElulttlReaU_

The DBA Tools Main Window GUI design employs the X, Motif, and

UNIRAS ag/X Toolmaster libraries.Inputto theDba Tools top levelwindow GUI
isviathe DBt.T data structure.The functionalloeMemory0 iscalledto allocate

memory for the DBAT data structure and its sub structures, while
InltMalnScreen() initializesthe DBAT data structure.The function

getColorPlxel() gets the pixel value of specified colors. The function
createMalnScreen0 createsthe layoutforthe Dba Tools main window. Within
thisfunction,AclGetUserlnfo0 retrievesthe variousaccess permissionsof the

usercurrentlylogged.Ifthe tablecontainingthe accessinformationisempty then
thistableisinitializedwith the DBA accessinformationvia AelAddNewUser().

Ifthe tabledoes not containinfmrnationpertainingto the user currentlylogged
then the errormessage "User not authorizedto use dbatool.Check with dba." is

displayedand theapplicationexits.

The function createPulldown() creates the menu_bar, while
createGl_obeMap() createsthe globe map and itscomponents. The function
getRegie.nlnfoO retrievesa listof predefinedprojectareas from the database
and liststhem in the projectarea list.The functionbrwsProJectArea0 iscalled
when a selectionis made on the projectarea listto registerthe selection.This
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function calls UpdateRegion() to draw the rectangle across the selected region in
the globe and dataForm0 to create and display the "DATA SELECTION" dialog
shown in Figure 2.

Figure I. Illustration of the Dba Tools Main Window
Graphical User Interface (GUI) Display Screen

The database function getDataTypeList0 is called to retrieve and display a
list of data types available for the project area in the "DATA TYPE" list. When a
data type is selected from this list, typeBrws0 is called to retrieve and display the
list of datasets in the "DATASET" list that is available for the project area and the
data type selected. The fimction dataBrws0 is called when a selection is made in
the "DATASET" list. The function grayln_Menu() is called to sensitize, the
"TableAdmin", and the "DataAdmin" buttons of the menu bat. When the "Dismiss"
button is selected, dismissDataPress0 is called to exit from the dialog.
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Figure 2. Data Selection Dialog

The function grayOut_MenuO is called from brwsProjeetAreaO to
desensitize the "DBaseAdmin", "TableAdrnin", and the "DataAdmin" buttons of the
menu bar. Latlon2Cursor(), and Cursor2LatLon(), are associated with trans-
forming values between the xy coordinates of the cursor and the latitud_Iongitudv
values and vice versa. Latlon2Map0 i.s called to transform the latitude/longitude
values into a rectangle across the region in the globe. The menu-bar contains the
following options: ]File, DBase Admin, Table Admin, Data Admin, and Help.

2.2.1 File Pulldown Menn
+

For the file pulldown, the options available are "Reset" and "Exit". The
"Reset" option calls resetMap0 to erase any user selected project area and also
erase the resulting rectangle drawn across the selected project area in the globe
map. The "Exit" option calls quitTools0 to exit from the application.

2.2.2 DBA£E Admin Pulldown Menu

For the dbase admin pulldown, the available option is "ACL" (Access
Control t,ist). When the "ACL" option is selected, setupAcl0 is called. This
function calls ereateAelLayout0 to create and display the "ACCESS CONTROL
LIST" dialog shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Access Control List Dialog

This dialog allows the administrator to modify the access control list by

deleting a user, adding a new user, or updating an existing user's access
permissions. The "Users" list in the dialog displays the list of users currently in the
access list. The "Privile,ges" section contains toggle, buttons for the various kinds of
privileges. When a particular privilege is selected, getDbPrivsO is called to
register the selection. Th_ new user name is entered and when the "Add" button is
selected, addNewAelUser() is called. This function first checks whether the
name entered is a valid user or not. Then eheckACLPermissions0 is c_flled to

check: for the validity of the_ privileges. AelAddNewUser0 is then called to add
the new user to the access control list.

When a user is selected from the "Users" list, brwsAclUserList0 is called

to retrieve the privilege information of the user. AclGetUserlnfo0 is called for
this purpose. Depending on the; privileges, the corresponding toggle buttons are set
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in the "Privileges" area. When a user is selected from the "Users" list and the
"Delete" button is selected, aciCheck0 is called. The function deleteAclUser0
is then called which checks the validity of the privileges by calling checkACL
Permissions0..The database function deiAclUser0 is then called to delete the
user from the access control list. After selecting a user from the "Users" list and
then changing the privileges, by selecting or deselecting the corresponding toggle
buttons, the "Update" button is selected for updating the user's access privileges.
The functions aclCheck0 and updateAclUserList0 are called which checks the
validity of the privileges by calling checkACLPermtssionsO. AclUpdate
User() is then called to update the access privileges of the user. When the "Reset"
button is selected, inltAel0 is called to initialize the ACL data structure and clear
the dialog of any user intcr__ction. The function getAclUserNames0 is then
called to retrieve the list of useJ's currently m the access control list. When the
"Exit" button is seL:,ted, exitToolsOption0 is called to exit from the dialog.

2.2.3 Table Admln Pulldown Menu

For the table admin pulldown, the available option is "Add Table Space".
When this option is selected, setupPrtmaryTbl0 is coJled. This function first
checks to see if the selected data type is of type "LLT" and then calls
prtmaryTblLayout0 to create and display the "LLT DATA TABLES" pop-up
dialog shown in Figure 4. The PrimaryTol data structure is then initialized by
calling lnltPrlmaryTbl0. The function lnttPrlmaryTbl0 then calls getTbl
Data() to retrieve and display, in a list, the table name, status, and record count of
all tables for the project area. When a list item is selected, brwsTableLlst0 is
called to register the selection. The function also checks to see if the selected item's
status is of type "load".

When the "Close" button is selected, ciosePrimaryTbi() is called. The
function checks to see ff a list item is selected and then closes the table by changing
the status from "load" to "full.". The database function changeTable0 is used for
this purpose_ When the "Open" button is selected, openNewTable0 is called.
The function checks to see if the last performed user action was to close a table.
The function newTblLayout0 is then called to create and display the "NEW
TABLE NAME" pop-up dialog which is used for entering a new table name or the
suggested default name can be used. When the "Ok" button is selected,
createNewTbl0 is called. This function checks for the validity of the new table
name an_. then creates the table by calling createTable() and exits from the
dialog. If the "Exit" button is selected instead of "Ok", exltNewTableO is
activated to exit from the dialog. Selecting the "Reset" button will activate
resetPrlmaryTblO which calls InltPrlmaryTbl0 to initialize the PrimaryTbl
data structure. Selecting the "Help" button will call createHelp0 to create and
display help dialogs. Selecting the "Exit" button will call exltTblLayout0 to exit
from the "LLT DATA TABLES" dialog.
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Figure 4. LLT Data Tables Dialog

2.2.4 Data Admin Pulldown Menu

For the data admin pulldown, the available options are inventory, ingest, and
delete. When the "Inventory" option is selected from the data admin pulldown
menu, setuplnventory0 is called. This function calls createDelDataLayout0
to create and display the "INVENTORY LLT FORMAT DATA" dialog. The
function inltDelDataStruct0 initializes the delData data structure. The function
brwsDelData0 is called to retrieve and display, in the "Versions" list, the
available versions for the selected project area, data type, and dataset. The database
functions get Vol_Versions0 (Volume), get_Ira_Versions() (Image), and

get_Versions() (LLT) are used for this purpose. When a particular version is
selected from the "Versions" list, brwsVrsnList() is called to register the
selection and then call, brwsDelData0 to retrieve and list from the database
information such as id, record count, stamp time, mira Ion/lat, and max lon/lat for
the selected version. The database functions getVoIDellnfo0 (Volume), get
BathyDellnfo0 (Bathy), getlmageDellnfo0 (Image) and lin_lltDellnfo0
(LLT) aw. called for this purpose. When the "Reset" button is selected,
resetDeIData0 is called to clear any user selection and initialize the deiData data
structure by calling InltDelDataStruct0. When the "Exit" b_ttton is selected,
exltToolsOption0 is called to exit from the dialog.
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When the "Ingest" option is selected, setuplngestO is called, This function
calls createlngDataLayoutO to create and display the "INGEST LLT DATA"
dialog. The function also calls initlngDataStruct0 to initialize the ingestData
data structure. The dialog allows the specification of the version name and the file
name containing the data to be ingested. When the "Ingest" button is selected,
lngestData0 is called. This function checks for the presence of the version name
and file name. It then checks for the user privileges by calling
checkACLpermlsslons0. The program, with the appropriate parameters,
vol_wr (Volume), or im_wr (Image), or bathy_wr (Bathy), or llt_wr (LLT) is
executed to ingest the data into the database. The ingestData data structure is then
initialized by calling inttIngDataStruct0. When the "Reset" button is selected
all the user interactions are removed by calling lnitIngDataStruct0. When the
"Exit" button is selected, exltToolsOption0 is called to exit from the dialog.

The "Delete" option is similar to that of "Inventory" except for a "Delete"
button. When an item is selected from the dataset list, brwsDelDsetList0 is
called to register the selection and store the id of the dataset. Selecting the "Delete"
button will call deleteData0 to delete the dataset from the database. The database
functions delVolData 10 (Volume), delBathyData() (Bathy), delImage
Data l0 (Image) and delData0 (LLT) are called for this purpose.

2.2.5

When the "Help" button is selected, createHelp0 is c_led to create and
display help for the dialog from which the button was selected.
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APPENDIX J
INGESTING DATA INTO THE NIDAS DATABASE

Dam ingestion is independent of NIDAS. A database administrators tool is
provided for ingesting data into the database. This tool takes a data file and

ingest t.he data into the database. The data file can be in one of three data types:
Bathymetry, LLT (MOODS), Image, or Volume (3-D Grid). The format
abbreviations used are as foUows: F is Hoar, I is Integer, and A is ASCII.

BATHYMETRY

Bathymetry is in Charter format with the following format:

Parameter .

Longitude of _ West Side
Longitude of East Side
Latitude of South Side
Latitude of North Side
Grid Resolution in Minutes
INumber of Columns

:Number of Row_
:Data

(Colums*Rows in Row Major Order)_

Format

F
F_
F

L F
I

,

F

LLT

LLT is in Master format which is a binary file with the following format:

File Header (First record in Master file_)

Parameter

File Type

13ataset Description

Format
A1

A60

!Defn'nlt Ranffe
I

T -- Temperature
S -- Salinity
V - Sound Speed
B - Both Temperature
and _alinity
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Profile Header (At the bealnnlno of each data record)

Parameter
i i

_onsecutive Profile Number
Flags

Flag [I] '
Temperature Edit Flag

Salinity Edit Flag

Flag[3]
Gr.iddedDatabaseused
to ta_ Water De_th 2

i i

Flag[4]
Artificial or Converted

Profile

Flag[Sl
Number of Extended
Denths to Surface

Flag[6]

Number of Extended Depths
toBottom

Format

I8

Default

0

0

1 - Total Number
Each of the 8 flags axe -

described below,
0 - Not Yet Examined
1 - Good Profile
2 = Coarse Resolution

3 - Inconsistent

4 = Duplicate(Keep)

5 - Duplicate(Reject)

6 = Suspect
7 = Needs Repair
8 = Wrong Location
9 = Bad Profde
0 - Not Yet Examined
i - Good Profile
2 - Coa-se Resolution
3 - Inconsistent

4 - Duplicate (Keep)
5 = Duplicate (Reject)
6 - Suspect
7 = Needs Repair
8 = Wrong Location
9= Bad Profile

0 - No Bathy
I = DBDB5

mR. ttt ,

0 = True Random

(MOODS or other)
I = Gridded toRandom

8 = Artificial(General)
9- Artificial (NIDAS_
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Parameter

lqag[7]

Temperature
Only valid when File

Typ_ - B
l ag[8]

Salinity

Only valid when File

TVl_ = B
Latitude
Lon_,itude

ProvinceFlag (Groups

profilesintoGeographical
Pmvinees_
Classification' Co_e

Pattern Flag (Used in
Water Mass Analvsis3
Water Mass Fla_-
Unioue ProfilerD

Water Depth atProfile

Locationin Original
WOODS Header _.
Water Depth at Profile
iLocation from Bathymetry
IDatabase

IYear
'Month
Day

,Hour

Uniaue 1D (Not Tjsed'_
!Source/Instrument Code

Number of Data _2_:cles

(Depths)in Original
Profile

Number of Cycles added to

Profilewhen Artificially
Extended

Cruise Number

FormRt

F

F
I -999

I7
I -999

Iii . -99 ,i
I

F -99

F -99

J , |

I4
I
I

F=,, _, = .

AIO

16

I

I

F
I7

Default RanEe

1 - No Temperature
Values in Profile

(All Temperature Values
= -99)
I =,No SalinityValues

in Profile

(AllTemperature Values
= -99)

-90S - 90_q
- 180W, 180E -

f ,. __

1-12

1 -31.
0 - 24.99

_The first two integers are
the instrument code and

the last four integers are
the source code.

Flag[5]+ Flag[6]
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Profile Record (Data Record)

If File Type = 'T' Depth and Temperature
If File Type = 'S' Depth and Salinity

If File Type = 'V' Depth and Sound Speed
IfFile Type ,, 'B' Depth, Temperature, and Salinity
The data based on File Type is repeated "Number of Data Cycles" + "Number of
Added Cycles" times.

IMAGE

Image is made up of AVHRR LAC (Local Area Coverage) data and are
available in "rues" files. The format of the "rues" file is as follows:

Header Record (First Record in Image File)

Parameter

Format/Generating
Software ID

Image Classification

!Columns

1-8

9

Format

A8

A1

Default

S

Total Number of 2S6-byte I0
Header Blocks

Date Time Group

Data Compression Code

11-24

25-26

I1

AI4

A2 0

Range

"SEAS V##"
## - Version number
(i.e.. 40 is 4.03

U = Unclassified
R - Restricted
C = Confidential
S = Secret
N = Secret Nofom
T - Toy Secret

1:9

(1 + RGB Records
+ Omional Records3

d_MMMyy

dd - Day (0-3l)
hh - Hours (0-23)
ram = Minutes (0-59)
Z - Zulu
MMM = Month

(JAN-DEC)
vv - Year (0-99_

()-- No Compression
DC = Discrete Cosine

Transformation --_
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IParameter

ProJection Code

Image Type Code

Nunl_r of Pixels per Row
Number of Pixels per
Column
Number of Bits her Pixel

]_Iinimum Pixel V@,]_ue
Maximum Pixel y#ue

Temperature Reference

Temperature Reference
for Maximum Pixel Value

Temperature Reference

Longitu_ie Reference
Point 1

Latitude Reference Point: 1

Image Column of
ReferencePoint 1

Image Row of Reference
Point 1 ,,
LongitudeReference --
IPoint 2
Latitude Reference P°int 2

Image Colurrm of
IReference Point 2

image Row of Reference
Point 2

Columns"

27

28

29 -32
33-36

37-38
39-42

4 -46
47-52

53-58

59

79-83

84288

s9-9s

99-107

108-112

113-117

[Format

AI

A1

14
14

I2

I4

I4
F6.2

F6.2

A1

FI0.5

F9.5
i5

i5

F10.5

F9.5

15

15

Default _

64O
480

8

o.o

0.0

C

i i I

Ranue

M - Mercator

P - Polar Stereographic*
S - Polar Stereographic**
R - Reetangular

Coordinates
O - C-riddexiData

N - No Projection Used

* 90 Degree Tangent
** 60 De_ree Tangent
I - Infrared -

V = Visual
P - PCX
Blank - Neither

1 - 800
1 - 480

o-
0 - 255

999 - No Cross Reference

999 - No Cross Reference

C = Degrees Celsius
F - Degrees Fahrenheit
Blank - No Temperature

Reference
-180W- 180E

-90S - 90N
1

- 180W - 180E

i_-9'OS _ 90N

1

2 - "Number of Pixels

perColumn"
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.Parameter

Longitude Reference
Poipt 2
Latitude Reference Point 3

Image Column of
iReferencePpint
Image Row of Reference
point3
FileOriginator

Destination

Image'Source Identifica-
tioa Comment

EGA Palette Flag

i, i,

EOA Colgr Palette
RGB Palette Fiag

Undef'med
i

Columns

89-98

128-136
137-141

142-146

147

148

149-188

189

190-205

206

207,254
255-256

Format Default

F10-5

F9,5
I5

15

II I

i i

II I

i

A40

II 0

I16
II 0

I16(3_

A2

Range

-180W- 180E

-90S - 90N

"Number of Pixels per
Row"

:'Image Row of Reference
Point 2"
1 -NAVO
2 - FNOC
1 = NODDS

2 - PC SATMSG

0 = EGA Palette Not

Included
1 - EGA Palette Included

0-1 
0 - RGB Palette Not IncludeA

1 - RGB Palette Included

2 - 256x3 (R,G,B) Palette*
3 - 64x3 (R,G,B) Palette *
• Palette follows Header

Recor_t
0-63 ,_

Red__ C,regn_ Blue (R__GB_ Palette Records

The ROB records containing the red, green, anti blue color palettes are for
the monitors operatimg in the 256-('olor mode. These records exist when the RGB
palette flag is set to 2 or 3 in the header record, The 256 RGB palette will occupy
three records: 256 red values, 256 green values, and 256 blue values (in that
order). The 64 R GB palette will occupy only one record with three sections, each
containing 64 RGB values. The remaining 64 values are undefined. The number
of records in this section is includet_ in the total number listed in The header record,

Ontional Text Records

Additional text records are 256 bytes each in length, The,;e records contain
descriptive text concerning the image. The number of records in this section is in
thF; total number list in the header record.
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Image Data Record

The image pixeldata followsthe header and textrecords, Itisa seriesof

8-bitbinaryintegervaluesthatcan range from 0 to 255. Each byte representsan
image pixel.The datastructureisbased on the number of pixelsper row and the

number of pixelsper column listedinthe header record.The dataisorganizedby
row such thatbyte I isthefh'stpixelof the firstrow and column. The second byte

isthepixelatrow l,column 2 and so on.

VOLUME

Volume is a 3-D grid designed for ocean climatologieswith a single
parameter (temperatureOR salinityOR sound speed OR whatever). 3-D gridded

model output can also use thisformat by interpretingthe date differently.The
formalisas follows:

Header Record 1 fFlrst Record In File)

Parameter

Grid Type
(For Future Use)
Ocean Parameter A1

Date or Sea.son I12

DescriotiveText A20
Date Grid was Created AI 2

Name of_PersonCreatinc,Grid Al2

Number of Meaningless I
O_th_ at_heBor,l._
Classificationof Grid I

Extra VariableforFuture Use I
Extra VariableforFuture Use i

]_xtra Variable for Fu_¢_ I
Extra_Variable_Fumre Us_ A20
E...xtraVariable for Future Use [ F

Format

I

Default Ranue

1

T - Temperature
S = Salinity
V = Sound Speed
C - Conductivi'_y
D - Density

" Described l_(cr *

0 = Public Domain

1 - Restricted
2 = Confidential

.__.=Secret

* Date or Season includes12 integers,one integerper month. A 0 means thatthe

griddoes not includethatmonth. A I means thatthe gridincludesthatwhole
month. A 2,means thatthe gridincludesonly thelasttwo weeks of thatmonth.
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A 3 meansthat the grid includes only the firsttwo weeks of thatmonth. For

example, 000000002130 = last two weeks of September through the first
two weeks of November. If the firstintegerisa 9, then the grid isassociated

with a speciiicdataand time. This isusuallythecase forgriddedmodel output.
In thiscase,the 12 integersaredefinedas follows:

[I]- 9 (Identifyingand specificdateand time)

[2]= 0 (Undef'med)
[3]= Month

[4]- Day

[5]- Year (4 digits)
[6]= Hour/Minutes (24 hour clock,4 digits)

[7-I2]= 0 (Undefined)

Header Record 2 (Second Record in File_

Parameter

Longitude of West Side

Longitude of East Side
Latitudeof South Side
Latitudeof North Side
GridResolution in Minutes

Number of Columns (East-West)

Number of Rows (North-South)

Format
F

F
F
F
F
I
I

Data Records (Columns*Rows_

Parameter
Latitude of Profile

I.on_itude of Profile
Date or Season
Same as in Header 1.

Number of Depths in Profile to the
_ttorn of Grid ....
Water Deoth of Profile from Bathv Grid

_ljttnber of Valid Demh__
Extra Variable for Future use

E V '
E ar_Entam. t_

'.
Data (Specified in Header Record 1)

There are"Number of Depths in Profile

tothe bottom o_.QQrid".__.numbero.._._.__fthese..._.:_

Format
F
F
I12

F

k__
I

L__
__.A2.0_

Fx
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